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Smeaton and the Edystone 
John Smeaton (b. 1724 - d. 1792) was considered a 
natural born engineer by his collegues. He was deeply 
committed to the civil engineering profession -- a 
profession he helped establish through his Smeatonian 
society which later evolved into the English Society of 
Civil Engineers (1, ix-xii). Smeaton's only book length 
work, A Narrative of the Building and a Description of the 
Construction of the Edystone Lighthouse with Stone: To 
Which is Subjoined an Appendix, giving some Account of the 
Lighthouse on Spurn Point, built upon Sand, is Smeaton's 
account of not only how he constructed a lighthouse, but is 
also an account of the history of lighthouses and the 
procedures and methods he used to arrive at and implement 
his lighthouse's design (2). 
However, before we can discuss the Edystone from a 
technical writing standpoint, we must first construct a 
definition for historic technical writing itself. 
1 
A Definition of Technical Writing 
from an Historical Viewpoint 
2 
Many technical writers agree that there is a need to 
identify and analyze the technical writing of the past (3, 
8). And, to many, this task may seem as simple as 
reviewing the style and content of a particular work and 
presenting the results. This is not the case. What these 
people forget is that "technical writing" is a new label, 
even if certain individuals unwittingly practiced something 
akin to the discipline centuries ago (4). These people 
also forget that with the modern identification of this 
term as a particular classification of writing, all of us 
have constructed a modern perspective and expectation of 
what a piece of technical writing should do, what elements 
are tolerable, and what elements are not. 
Now the problem with this modernistic perspective is 
that it places modern constraints on the perception of 
technical writing texts. This constraining process, caused 
by our natural inclination to define the boundaries of our 
technical writing label, leads to a.calcifying process that 
determines which texts are technical writing and which are 
not. This determining process becomes even more difficult 
with texts from those periods before "technical writing" 
had a meaning since these texts were written outside the 
restrictions of the present day term "technical writing." 
3 
For example, is Aristotle's Poetics literature, 
philosophy, literary criticism, or technical writing? If 
the answer to the question is yes, possibly all four, then 
that is the crux of my argument -- there is no such thing 
as a "work of technical writing" prior to the invention of 
the term, and even now, there are no examples of texts that 
are exclusively technical writing since the term itself 
is simply an attempt to partition the disorderly process 
called "writing" into something more concrete and tangible. 
It follows that if there is no such thing as 
technical writing prior to the invention of the term, then 
a discussion of the history of technical writing before 
this point is also a nebulous undertaking. Indeed, 
establishing a general definition for technical writing 
history becomes nearly impossible (5, 25). 
So how can a person discuss technical writing from an 
historical standpoint? First, he/she must develop a 
technical writing perspective that does not treat technical 
literature as a category of writing but as a collection of 
techniques and devices used to present information to a 
given audience (I am not abandoning the devices we use 
today to segregate technical writing from other writing. I 
am only abandoning the term "technical writing" as a class 
distinction and, therefore, I also abandon the necessity of 
including or excluding works in order to build an arbitrary 
canon of technical writing touchstones). By using a 
4 
critical perspective that is not text sensitive, every text 
can speak for itself. There is no longer any justifying 
process that determines whether a text is or is not 
technical writing, and there is no need to make judgmental 
opinions as to the quality of the writing since each text 
will contain, to a varying degree, some of the common 
technical writing techniques. Since all works are open to 
interpretation using this perspective, technical writing 
becomes a straight forward evolution of writing in general 
and that to look at the history of technical writing is 
simply to look at the history of writing itself. 
The second step in preparing to discuss an historical 
work from a technical writing viewpoint is to develop an 
historical perspective for the period in which the work was 
written. This perspective should contain information about 
whether writing was viewed as an artistic mode of 
expression or, as in the middle ages, as literal truth. 
This historical perspective must also address the writer 
and the audience. In all writing, there is an audience 
with a need or at least an interest and a writer with some 
purpose for writing the things he or she does. A complete 
historical perspective must analyze the author's purpose, 
including his/her intentions, since these ultimately affect 
the presentation of the work and, therefore, the message. 
In terms of audience, the perspective must address the 
expertise of the readers as well as their view of the world 
5 
(what constituted the understanding and attitudes of the 
medieval lay reader are certainly not the same as what 
constitutes the understanding and attitudes of a lay reader 
of today). In addition, the perspective must analyze the 
relationship between the writer and the audience since 
audience need is not always the primary motivation in a 
work where a writer can "maintain" an audience by 
generating a larger awareness and greater interest of which 
the reader was not previously conscious. 
With this outline of how to approach an historical 
analysis of a work from a technical writing viewpoint, 
let's exemplify the process by building an historical 
perspective for Smeaton's Edystone, analyzing the 
organization and methods of development Smeaton uses, and 
analyzing Smeaton's style through the use of readability 
formulas. 
CHAPTER II 
AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF 18TH-CENTURY ENGLAND 
18th-Century Logic and Rhetoric 
If there is a single characteristic that describes 
the late 17th and the entire 18th century, it is the 
characteristic of change -- a change in government from 
Cromwell's Interegnum to the ascension of Charles the II, 
a change in economic structure from an agrarian economy to 
an industrial one, a change from a two class society of 
commoner and noble to a stratified society with a powerful 
middle class. This was the era of the new science, the age 
of Newton and the Royal Society, a time when science 
promised to unlock the secrets of Nature for the benefit of 
humankind (6, 840-855). In addition to these sweeping 
social and economic changes, the face of thought and 
expression was also changing on two different fronts 
18th-century logic and 18th-century rhetoric. 
Of most profound effect on logic was Locke's An 
Essay Concerning Human Understanding which altered the 
perception of logic and reasoning from Aristotle's 
syllogisms as the method of proof and from the topics as 
6 
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the generative source of worthy subjects to direct analysis 
and experimentation of subjects as conceived by scientific 
inquiry. By opting for a scientific method of reasoning, 
Locke freed the thinkers of the 18th century from 
Aristotelean rhetoric and thereby ushered in a new era 
where social and scientific progress was not limited by an 
external system, but by what the individual mind could 
conceive as possible. It followed that if Locke could 
change the heuristic approach that thinkers used to arrive 
at the truth, then the way this truth was presented to 
others must also require changing. So as Locke's Essay 
became required reading at more and more universities in 
the early 1700's, so too did rhetoric change -- slowly, but 
certainly as much. 
Through the 18th century, there were no less than 
four different views of rhetoric: the classical, the 
stylistic, the elocutionary, and the "new" rhetoric (7, 
695) • 
The classical school of the 18th century, as 
presented in the lectures of Ward and the works of Holmes, 
identified strictly with the rhetoric of the ancients, 
notably Aristotle's Rhetoric and Topics, Cicero's De 
Oratore, and Quintillian's Imitatio Oratoria. The 
proponents of the classical school emphasized the five 
traditional elements of rhetoric: imitation, arrangement, 
style, memory, and delivery. 
8 
The stylistic school of rhetoric existed concurrently 
with the classical school since the perception of what 
rhetoric actually was produced two camps of followers. In 
one camp there were the traditionalists who believed that 
rhetoric was an all encompassing system controlled by the 
five elements. In the other camp, as supported by John 
Stirling's A System of Rhetoric, rhetoric became the 
stylistic means to a particular end -- rhetoric became the 
study of figures and tropes and how writers and speakers 
properly or improperly employed them. 
From the stylistic school's concern with the proper 
use of figures and tropes, there arose the elocutionary 
school of the mid-18th century which emphasized the fifth 
element of classical rhetoric -- delivery. In this school, 
the quality, tone, and presentation of information and the 
persuasiveness of the spoken word were all important. The 
elocutionist's principle proponent, Thomas Sheridan, wanted 
to develop a rhetoric that combined pronunciation and 
phonetics, grammar, voice quality, diction, and gesture and 
with this rhetoric, normalize all English speakers so that 
their speech and dialect were the same. 
It is important to note that these three schools of 
rhetoric (classical, stylistic, and elocutionary) have as 
their root one or more of the five traditional rhetorical 
elements listed in Cicero's De Oratore and that all three 
of them have as their end persuasion -- a distinctly 
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unscientific end in terms of Locke. It wasn't until the 
end of the 18th century that a "new" rhetoric was developed 
out of Locke's Essay. This new rhetoric grew to be the 
general theory of rhetoric in England through the lectures 
of Adam Smith and then later in the essays of George 
Campbell and Hugh Blair. Discarded were the topics and the 
enthymeme. Rhetorical devices for exciting emotions were 
also eliminated as were elaborate stylistic arguments 
designed to persuade. With the new system, rhetoric was no 
longer used to persuade an audience but was used to 
communicate with them. The single most important principle 
that the new rhetoric derived from Locke was this principle 
of clear communication by employing clarity and simplicity 
in language: 
When a man speaks to another, it is, that he may be 
understood; and the end of Speech is, that those 
Sounds, as such, may make known his Ideas to the 
Hearer •••• And let me add that unless a Man's 
Word excite the same Ideas in the Hearer, which he 
makes them stand for in speaking, he does not speak 
intelligibly. (8, 405) 
As Adam Smith stated in his lectures, "the only acceptable 
modern style for a rhetoric committed to the goal of 
communication is the plain style (7, 549)." Blair called 
10 
this principle "perpescuity" and broke it down into three 
components: purity, propriety, and precision. By purity, 
Blair maintained that the writer should use the idiom of 
spoken language for the audience that would read the work. 
By propriety, he meant that the writer must choose the 
words that best carry the ideas being represented. By 
precision, he meant that the writing must express the 
meaning and nothing more than the meaning (9, 68- 69). 
Blair's major treatise, Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles 
Lettres, is of special importance when considering 
Smeaton's work since its popularity as a style manual for 
the late 18th century (Blair's work was published in 1783 
and Smeaton's ten years later in 1793) makes it the most 
influential rhetorical source for a beginning author 
confronted with the task of writing a major work (10, 16). 
Smeaton, and the 18th-Century Audience 
Even though the 18th century saw the rise of the 
middle class, understanding the constituent parts of an 
18th-century audience is as problematic as a broad audience 
analysis is today. What can be said, as outlined by Pat 
Rogers, is that "the 18th century reading public was never 
exactly homogeneous, and it became less so as time went on; 
but it represented a fairly unified body of taste compared 
to that enjoyed by a modern writer (10, 14)." According to 
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Rogers, 18th-century readers also shared educational 
experience, and most of them had read the same classical 
texts and had some exposure to rhetorical training (10, 
14}. In addition, a great deal of 18th-century literature 
was governed by the opinions of the ruling class (10, 15}. 
Therefore, Smeaton, being a Royal Society member and well 
educated himself, for the most part knew his readers well 
and stood a better chance at really knowing the limits of 
his audience than a contemporary writer would stand 
reaching a contemporary general readership of today. 
The importance of ruling class influence on the 
literature of the 18th century cannot be overemphasized 
when dealing with Smeaton. Indeed the beginning of the 
Edystone is a dedication to the king where Smeaton states: 
From the ambition natural to man, all authors are 
desirous, that their works should be placed in the 
most favourable point of view. This motive alone 
would have urged me to solicit permission to lay mine 
at the feet of my Sovereign; a Sovereign whose reign 
has been marked by the most rapid and distinguished 
progress, in the arts, in commerce, and in the most 
sublime as well as the most useful discoveries, 
altogether arising from YOUR MAJESTY'S immediate 
protection and encouragement (2, iv}. 
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In this, the first paragraph of the Edystone, Smeaton, 
conscious of his audiences, seeks approval from the ruling 
class and he is not slow in pointing out the great interest 
the king expressed in the project when Smeaton had just 
completed his lighthouse nearly three decades before. 
This concern with approval leads Smeaton to directly 
address his readers on the subject of writing both in the 
dedication and in the preface. From this address, some of 
Smeaton's purpose for writing the Edystone becomes 
clear. In the dedication he states: " ••• I humbly submit 
to YOUR MAJESTY, a plain account of the construction of a 
plain and simple building, that has nevertheless been 
acknowledged to be itself, curious, difficult, and useful; 
and as such, I trust, worthy of observation (2, v)." In 
the preface he also states: "I do not apprehend it to be 
the nature of a commentary that the style should be 
polished; only that it should explain the subject, in the 
most easy and familiar manner (2, vi)." 
The ideas of a plain account, observation, a belief 
in subject over presentation, and the following statement 
from the preface are undeniable references to Locke and 
today's technical writing goals: 
I can say with great truth, that I have taken much 
pains, and have left nothing undone, that appeared 
necessary to the full information of my reader upon 
the subject: and I hope, that however I may be 
defective otherwise, I have not fallen short of an 
explanation, to those whose leisure and patience, 
may give them leave to go regularly through the 
detail (2, vii). 
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Smeaton's primary goal lies with the communication itself, 
not with the artifice of writing. His goal is sending a 
clear message that his readers can understand. Given this 
fact, I now explore the Edystone itself to see how 
Smeaton delivers his message. I analyze the work from two 
different perspectives used today to analyze a technical 
writing work: form and readability. 
CHAPTER III 
FORM AND STRUCTURE IN THE EDYSTONE 
Technical Writing and the Importance of Form 
In many contemporary technical writing textbooks, 
there is, invariably, a discussion of the different formal 
structures an author can use when presenting information to 
an audience. Since these structures are a part of today's 
technical writing methodology, I examine how historical 
works use form and how these forms differ or agree with 
contemporary forms. By doing this I can trace the 
evolution of these forms from the past to the present and 
perhaps extrapolate the way these forms may change in the 
future. 
Form and organization are also important because both 
work for the author and the audience -- they can be part of 
an implied relationship between the two. For the author, 
form and organization are structural devices, frames onto 
which the author can build to insure a logical 
presentation. For an audience reading for understanding, 
form and organization are subconscious elements, 
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indistinguishable from style, that help the reader move 
from point to point in a direct progression. 
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Smeaton employs an overall organization for the 
Edystone and he also uses various formal methods of 
development in the text. The next four sections discuss 
first, the overall organization of the Edystone, second, 
Smeaton's use of digression to interrupt his standard 
presentation, third, Smeaton's use expanded definition as a 
method of development, and fourth, Smeaton's use of process 
narrative as a method of development. 
The Overall Organization of the Edystone 
The second edition of the Edystone, which I 
consulted for this thesis, is located on microfilm at the 
University of North Texas main library. The edition was 
published in 1793 one year after Smeaton's death. This 
edition is broken down into the following structural 
components: 
Prefatory matter consisting of the note to the 
king and the preface 
The introduction which discusses the history of 
lighthouses from the ancients to Smeaton's day 
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Book I which gives a general account of the 
Edystone rocks and the history of the two previous 
lighthouses that were built there. 
Book II which discusses the events prior to 
beginning the actual construction of the 
lighthouse (he discusses the events that 
transpired from the destruction of the previous 
lighthouse to his being asked to construct the new 
lighthouse as well as his initial design plans.) 
Book III which discusses the construction phase 
from 1756 to June, 1757 (primarily preparing the 
rocks for the construction of the building and his 
experiments on water cements) . 
Book IV which discusses the construction of the 
actual lighthouse from beginning to end. 
Although Smeaton states that he is not writing a diary of 
the events leading up to the completion of the lighthouse, 
time and chronology play an important role in the 
organization of the work. The introduction moves through 
the complete history of lighthouses from the Colossus of 
Rhodes to French lighthouses built in the early 1700s. 
Book I starts with a definition of the Edystone rocks and 
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their historical effects on shipping, and then proceeds in 
the next three chapters to discuss Winstanley's lighthouse 
and its destruction and Rudyerd's lighthouse and its 
destruction. 
In Book II, Smeaton discusses the historical events 
leading up to the proprietors receiving parliamentary 
approval for constructing a new lighthouse and his being 
selected by the proprietors to build it. In addition, 
Smeaton also discusses his first trip out to the rocks in 
1756 and he even gives a month and day to some of the 
events (Smeaton lands on the rocks for the first time on 
October 10, 1756). After performing a survey, Smeaton gets 
approval from the proprietors to use his design plans for 
the lighthouse. 
In Book III, Smeaton even places dates in the 
headings of his chapters as well as in the text to show the 
movement of time as the preparations for the actual 
construction of the lighthouse approach completion. 
In Book IV, Smeaton again uses dates to divide the 
chapters that deal with the actual construction of the 
lighthouse. In addition, in chapter 4 of Book IV, he 
discusses his subsequent visits to the lighthouse after its 
completion on August 24, 1759. He lists his last visit in 
the text as 1787. 
Smeaton's use of a chronological development serves 
to make the reader aware of the construction process. As 
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readers, we are there from the beginning to the end and we 
can watch the progress of the construction just as Smeaton 
must have watched it. Also of interest is the fact that 
Smeaton's overall organization is not exactly 
straightforward. From time to time he suspends the 
chronological development and discusses items of personal 
interest to him that do not deal with the construction of 
the lighthouse. These digressions are the subject of the 
next section. 
Smeaton's Use of Digression 
Along the chronological organization of the 
Edystone, Smeaton inserts a number of digressions that 
disrupt this linear development. Commonly these 
interruptions run no more than a paragraph or two although 
some run several pages. Smeaton uses two different types 
of digression through out the Edystone. I define these 
types as the deductive aside and the anecdote. 
The Deductive Aside. The deductive aside is a 
special type of digression that takes the reader out of the 
normal development (in Smeaton's case, chronological) and 
discusses a scientific or natural phenomenon that is a side 
or unrelated issue to the major issue of the presentation. 
For example, when Smeaton visits the Portland lighthouse 
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(Book II chapter III) he becomes curious about the beach 
upon which the lighthouse stands. He puzzles over the 
great wall of loose stones that pile up on the shore as far 
as the eye can see and even goes as far as to make a 
hypothesis about how the beach might have been formed by 
the action of the tide on the rocky shoreline. Smeaton 
does this to "excite more able naturalists to examine 
minutely into the history of it [the Portland beach]" (2, 
64- 65). 
The Anecdote. The anecdote is a digression that is 
wholly removed from scientific inquiry. It is more 
properly a retelling of a story overheard that is amusing, 
ethical, or interesting. In Smeaton, such anecdotes, which 
he normally introduces as anecdotes, are sometimes 
presented in a footnote or are inserted directly into the 
text. For example, Smeaton inserts the following anecdote, 
concerning the capture of the workers upon the Edystone 
rocks by the French during Rudyerd's construction of the 
second lighthouse, directly into the text: 
The following anecdote has been related to me . • • I 
cannot doubt of its having some foundation of truth • 
• Lewis the XIV being at war with England, during 
the preceding with this building, a French privateer 
took the men at work upon the Edystone rock, together 
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with their tools, and carried them to France; and the 
captain was in expectation of a reward for the 
achievement. While the captives lay in prison, the 
transaction reached the ears of that monarch: He 
immediately ordered them released, and the captors to 
be put in their place; declaring, that though he was 
at war with England, he was not at war with mankind; 
he therefore directed the men to be sent back to 
their work with presents; observing that the Edystone 
Lighthouse was so situated, as to be of equal service 
to all nations having occasions to navigate the 
channel that divides France from England. (2, 33) 
These digressions do not aid Smeaton in accomplishing his 
purpose: explaining how he constructed a plain and simple 
building. However, these digressions do serve a useful 
purpose since they break up the technical and historical 
information he presents into smaller chunks. By inserting 
passages of general interest, Smeaton allows his readers to 
"relax" before digesting more facts. 
Smeaton's Use of Expanded Definition 
The expanded or extended definition is a common and 
useful technical writing method of development whose 
properties allow a writer to extrapolate meaning through a 
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variety of devices. By defining a term in detail, a writer 
makes his or her own particular emphasis absolutely clear 
to the reader. 
The expanded definition is an old form sometimes 
consisting of other rhetorical forms. The eight common 
elements used to create an expanded definition are as 
follows (11): 
Etymology 
History and Background 
Example 
Graphic Illustration 
Analysis of Parts 
Comparison and Contrast 
Basic Operating Principle (for mechanical objects) 
Special Materials or Conditional Requirements 
Smeaton makes use of the expanded definition when 
discussing information of which the reader may have little 
or no knowledge. In the following example, Smeaton defines 
the Edystone rocks, the whole reason why he undertakes the 
construction of the lighthouse. When Smeaton discusses the 
rocks, his definition uses eight of the eight common 
methods of defining. Smeaton's states the purpose of his 
definition from the very beginning: 
The subject I have before me, will I conceive be 
rendered more perspicuous, by beginning with a 
general description of the Edystone Rocks, as they 
exist in nature, independently of any building~ as 
this will at once explain the source and reason of 
those difficulties, that must necessarily arise in 
the construction of an edifice upon them. (2, 9) 
By first preparing his reader for his definition, Smeaton 
draws a clear boundary around the information he will 
discuss as well as setting reader expectations as to the 
relationship between the general information he will give 
and to what ends this information should be applied. 
For analytical purposes, I will show how Smeaton 
defines in his discussion. 
Etymology. Smeaton states that the Edystone rocks 
got their name "from the great variety of contrary sets 
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of the tide or current" (2, 9). An eddy is a current at 
variance with a main tide so it is no surprise that Smeaton 
begins his discussion with the tide and the currents that 
make the Edystone rocks a difficult and dangerous place for 
his undertaking. 
History and Background. As far as background 
information on the rocks, Smeaton relies on a detailed 
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description of the rocks' bearing and distance from the 
mainland as well as discussing how the rocks have been 
fatal to shipping in the past. Smeaton, by discussing how 
the rocks have been fatal to shipping in the past, also 
stresses the importance of building the lighthouse when he 
states that 
••• many rich ships and other vessels, have in 
former times been actually lost upon these rocks, 
particularly such as were homeward bound from foreign 
parts, it being even now a common thing in foggy and 
thick hazy weather, for homeward-bound ships, from 
long foreign voyages, to make the Edystone 
Lighthouse, as the first point of land of Great 
Britian; so that in the night, and nearly at high 
water, when the whole ranges of these rocks are 
covered, the most careful mariner might run his ship 
upon them, if nothing was placed there by way of 
warning. (2, 9 - 10) 
Example. Smeaton's examples consist mainly of 
discussions of how different sets of tides and winds create 
different sets of work situations on the Edystone rocks and 
how these situations hinder or help the construction 
process of the lighthouse. For example, when Smeaton 
discusses the wind and the location of the rocks, he talks 
about how they affect the possible mooring position for 
boats: 
24 
No man would however think of mooring his vessel to 
the south of the rocks; because, if it broke loose 
with a hard gale at south, he would be intercepted by 
the rocks in his passage home; or if moored to the 
west or east, if broke loose by hard gales from those 
quarters respectively, he would inevitably be driven 
upon the rocks, and the more perilous would be his 
situation, by being in the drift of the channel's 
tide; but on all northern points, the land being in 
sight, no very heavy seas can ever come from this 
quarter ••• (2, 11) 
Graphic Illustration. Smeaton relegates no less 
than nine plates to either the location, general layout, 
elevation, or declivity of the Edystone rocks. He not only 
references these plates during his definition, but he also 
relates the illustrations to the job he has to do. For 
example, when discussing the elevation of the House Rock 
(the largest of the Edystone rocks upon which Smeaton will 
construct the lighthouse), Smeaton states: "A still further 
circumstance, that even yet increases the difficulty of 
working upon the rock in moderate weather, will be 
apprehended from considering the particular plan and 
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elevation No. 7 of the House Rock. " ( 2 , 1 0) • Later 
in this passage he states that the step in the rock, 
clearly shown in the plate, causes the sea to fly up tQ the 
height of 30 to 40 feet. By relating this information to 
the reader, Smeaton makes clear the difficulties involved 
in constructing the lighthouse and the dangerousness of the 
rocks themselves. 
Analysis of Parts. Smeaton discusses the different 
rocks that make up the Edystone rocks. In particular he 
mentions the House Rock, the rock upon which the two 
previous lighthouses were constructed, and the Sugar 
Loaf, a round submerged rock that blocks the approach to 
the rocks from the Northeast. From this discussion, 
Smeaton presents the Edystone rocks not as a single 
entity that he must overcome, but as a group of items, each 
with its own peculiarities that have some effect on the 
whole of Smeaton's project. 
Comparison and Contrast. When Smeaton discusses 
the component matter and substance of the Edystone rocks, 
he compares them to more familiar land-based stones stating 
that the Edystone rocks are "of the kind that in Cornwall 
they call a Killas or hard slate; but the substance 
thereof appears to be the same nearly, as the Moor-Stone 
or Granite of that county ••• " (2, 12). In addition, he 
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discusses how the rock is not like these traditional 
land-based rocks. "Instead of being composed of grains or 
small fragments, united by a strong cement, interspersed 
with a shining talky substance •.• it [the Edystone 
rocks] is composed of the like matter formed into 
Laminae" ( 2, 12) • 
Basic Operating Principle (for mechanical 
objects) • Even though Smeaton is not dealing with a 
mechanical object, his discussion of the way the ocean 
interacts with the rocks to produce the dangerous effects 
that he must overcome to construct the lighthouse 
represents a kind of operating principle. By understanding 
how these tides interact, Smeaton is able to predict the 
times and conditions under which he can work on the rocks 
to construct the building. 
Special Materials or Conditional Requirements. In 
relation to the basic operating principles of wind, water, 
and the rocks themselves, Smeaton mentions some of the 
equipment (special chains, floats, and anchors) that he 
must use when approaching the rocks to maintain a safe 
position. When discussing the component matter and 
substance of the rocks, Smeaton discusses how these rocks 
split easily along the grain and the difficulties that this 
fact produces when preparing the house rock for the 
foundation of his lighthouse. 
Smeaton's Use of Process Narrative 
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There are three perspectives a writer may take when 
dealing with processes: instruction, which is reader 
oriented; process analysis, which is subject oriented; and 
process narrative, which is writer oriented. From these 
differences in orientation, a writer might choose one 
method over another. If the orientation is on the 
audience, then the writer must seek to instruct a reader to 
achieve a predetermined goal or completion. If the 
orientation is on the process itself, then the writer acts 
strictly as a recorder of events -- the process itself 
determining completion. If the orientation is on the 
writer, then the writer must seek some approval of the 
steps he or she performed and through this approval of the 
steps, an approval of the final interpretations made at the 
end of the narrative. Process narrative is important to 
scientific inquiry and the relationship between writer and 
audience. It provides a step by step framework that the 
audience can examine. If any step the writer performed is 
questionable, then the final recommendation or the 
interpretation of data must also be questionable. 
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Common forms that would normally be process 
narratives, such as laboratory or recommendation reports 
(in the case of Smeaton, he is recommending the best water 
cement), often use the following divisions (12, 20-21): 
Problem statement 
Need for solution 
Summary of interpretation 
Standards used in interpreting 
Method of collecting data 
The data themselves 
Key data mentioned again 
Conclusion/Recommendation 
Using these eight divisions as a reference, I will now 
analyze Srneaton's use of process narrative in the portion 
of the Edystone where he discusses his experiments with 
water cements. 
Problem Statement. As with the extended 
definition, Smeaton uses his problem statement in 
conjunction with his summary of interpretation to establish 
a plan of development for the narrative. Smeaton's problem 
is a simple one. He states that although he is fairly 
expert in the use of land-based mortar and cements, he must 
discover the best water-based cement possible. In 
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addition, he must also discover how to treat the cement for 
strength and hardness, and how best to use it (2, 102 -
103) • 
Need for a Solution. Smeaton attempts to keep his 
audience close to the problem at hand. He tells his 
audience that there are several views among his stone 
masons as to what will weaken cements used in water works. 
In particular, Smeaton stresses his concern that fresh 
water will make better water cement than sea water, "as the 
necessity of carrying out or not from the land all the 
water we should have occasion for in this building was a 
matter of moment, the full investigation of this question 
became very material" (2, 103). 
Summary of Interpretation. Smeaton presents four 
questions he will resolve in his narrative. These 
questions are 
Is there a difference in the hardness of the 
mortar resulting from the completeness or 
incompleteness of the burning process of the lime? 
What difference is there in mortar made from fresh 
water or from sea water? 
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Do different limestones impart different qualities 
to the mortar? 
Does Tarras Mortar, after being beaten once, 
become better after being beaten again (2, 104 -
105)? 
Standards Used in Interpreting. Smeaton's primary 
concern is finding a mortar that will withstand the 
elements with some degree of permanence. Therefore, he 
bases his experiment along two lines: solubility in water 
and hardness in setting. Because he arrives at his results 
from a visual inspection of the data, he must impart to his 
audience that his choice is the right choice. To 
accomplish this, he discusses the amount of time he spends 
running the experiments -- some tests running a month or 
more (2, 106). 
Method of Collecting Data. Smeaton presents a very 
detailed account of how he collected the data and about how 
he generally conducted the experiments. 
Before I proceed further, it will be necessary to 
explain the mode in which I compounded and made up 
my mortar for trials. I took as much of the 
ingredients, as altogether would ultimately form a 
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ball of about two inches in diameter. This ball, 
lying upon a plate till it was set and would not 
yield to the pressure of the fingers, was then put 
into a flat pot filled with water so as to be 
covered by water; and what happened to the ball in 
this state, was the criterion by which I judged 
the validity of the composition for our purposes 
(2, 104). 
In addition to the detail in which Smeaton describes how he 
collected data, he also develops some initial credibility 
for his experiments by talking about how he discussed 
cements with masons and other experts who used cements as a 
matter of course. 
The Data Themselves. Smeaton's discourse is mostly 
a linear progression from a good water cement to a better 
cement to a best cement, with very brief references to 
trials that did not work as well. He then presents his 
experimental data in tabular form in the text. Because 
Smeaton draws a direct correlation to the hardness of a 
limestone based on the clay residuals found in the 
particular limestone used to produce the mortar, his charts 
present information like the color of the residue (red 
making the strongest and best water cements) and the 
reduction in clay residue after the limestone is burned 
rather than dissolved in nitric acid (2, 117). 
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Key Data Mentioned Again. Since Smeaton wrote the 
Edystone some 30 years after completing the work, and 
since, at the time he built the lighthouse, there was no 
one to dispute his findings, he is in an unique position to 
justify his choice with proof that literally stands the 
test of time. He entitles the last 10 pages of his 
experiments with water cements "The Limes I have since 
examined are as follows:" In this section, he discusses 
other limestones he has tried during his 30 years of 
service as a civil engineer. The presentation is one of 
reaffirmation of the recommendations he made for the 
Edystone lighthouse. 
Conclusion/Recommendation. Smeaton's 
recommendation is direct and to the point: 
In short, I have yet found no treatment of pure 
calcerous lime, that rendered it more fit to set 
in Water than it is by nature, except what is to 
be derived from the admixture of Tarras, 
Puzzolana, or some ferruginous substance of a 
similar nature. (2, 120) 
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Not only is this conclusion a restatement of Smeaton's 
experimental data, it is rhetorically a proposition 
carrying great weight to the reader since it appears at the 
end of the section dealing with his 30 years of additional 
experience working with both dry land construction and 
water works. 
Comments on Smeaton and Form 
It would appear from the preceding analysis of 
Smeaton's use of expanded definition and process narrative 
that the technical writing forms he uses have changed 
little if any in two hundred years. I suggest that these 
forms will not change no matter how far back we go in 
examining texts. As a structural tool, form is a constant 
in writing, a device that, like Smeaton's water cements, 
becomes more rigid with time and more transparent to the 
audience. These forms reach out to a reader 
subconsciously, and as stated previously, organize 
information in an expected manner, satisfying through 
tradition an audience's expectation and needs. 
CHAPTER IV 
SMEATON AND STYLE 
A Readability Analysis of Smeaton's Style 
For my analysis of Smeaton's style, I ran passages 
from the Edystone through a series of programs (see 
Appendix A for program listings and specifications) to 
generate the readability data presented in this chapter. 
Three of the programs, the style, Fry graph, and composite 
graph programs, were adapted from Michael R. Schulyer's 
general readability program listed in the the Journal of 
Reading, (13, 560 - 561) and from Joseph C. Kretschmer's 
Rix program given in the Journal of Reading, (14, 490 -
499). I developed the other three programs (Dentry, 
Dprint, and Dupdate) and the custom modifications in the 
style programs to simplify data entry and prevent errors 
that might skew the results. 
The programs were run on an Apple IIe microcomputer 
with 64K and additional 64K bank switch on its 80 column 
card. The graphs were generated on an Epson FX-85 using a 
Grappler II+ printer interface card. 
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The Dentry program allows 25 lines of data to be 
entered into a file which will then be accessed by the 
style program to generate the readability values. The 
original style program required that the sample be keyed in 
line by line every time before running the readability 
scores. By creating a file to hold the entry, I could run 
the scores over and over without having to rekey. 
The Dprint program prints the 25 lines entered or 
updated using the Dentry or Dupdate program. By using 
Dentry, Dupdate, and Dprint, I entered the data into the 
file with no data entry errors. 
The Dupdate program allows me to change any single 
line of data entered using the Dentry program. I developed 
this program so that I would not have to rekey an entire 
sample using Dentry if I made a mistake entering the 
original sample. 
The style program generates the readability values 
for different readability formulas, generates the values 
used by the program that generates the Fry graph, and 
generates the values used by the composite graph program. 
The style program generates values for the following 
nine readability formulas: the Fog index, Flesch reading 
ease and its associated grade level, the Powers reading 
ease, the Holmquist grade, Devereaux's ARI index, the 
Flesch-Kincaid grade level, the Coleman score, the 
Dale-Chall score, and the Rix grade level. The actual 
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calculations the program uses to compute these formulas are 
presented in Appendix B. All the values the programs 
calculate are reading grade levels with the exception of 
the Flesch reading ease score which is a number between 1 
and 100 with 100 being the most readable and 1 being the 
least readable -- for this reason, the Flesch grade level 
is presented along with the Flesch reading ease score. 
In general, the formulas are of three types: word 
sensitive, word length sensitive, or syllable sensitive. 
















For the purpose of this analysis, I have selected 
four passages: one from the note to the king, one from the 
preface, one from Smeaton's experiments with water cements, 
and one from the digression concerning Dr. Spry. The 
actual data entered into the style program is presented in 
Appendix C. 
There are several general assumptions we can make 
about Smeaton's style based on the points made earlier in 
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. First, Smeaton stands firm with 
the school of writing (rhetoric) that believes writing's 
end is communication. Second, the communication in 
Edystone has more than one purpose. Smeaton tries to 
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earn acceptance from the ruling class in one section, tries 
to explain the construction of a plain and simple building 
in another, and tries to entertain us with his various 
anecdotes in others. If the readability scores show a 
measurable change from passage to passage, then these 
scores will indicate stylistic shifts in the Edystone. 
Stylistic shifts that may be attributable to his changing 
purposes. 
Readability Analysis of a Note to the King. The 
note to the king is the first writing in the Edystone. 
Such as it is, the note is a dedication to the king of 
England in which Smeaton expresses his hopes that the King 
will find the work worthy. Smeaton also apologies for the 
length of time that has elapsed from his building the 
lighthouse to the actual writing of the work. He notes 
later in the passage that because the building still stands 
some 30 years after its construction, then this fact lends 
authority to his written work. In addition to these 
comments, Smeaton also states that the work is merely "a 
plain account of the construction of a plain and simple 
building" (2, v). The purpose of this passage is made 
clear by Smeaton's first sentence: 
below: 
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From the ambition natural to man, all authors are 
desirous, that their works should be placed in the 
most favourable point of view. This motive alone 
would have urged me to solicit permission to lay mine 
at the feet of my Sovereign ••• " (2, iv) 
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The most striking items in this sample are the number of 
syllables (75.6 per sentence), the number of 3+ syllable 
words in the passage (14.9 percent of the total words 
used), and the word to sentence ratio (50 words per 
sentence) • A good example of -v;hy these scores are so high 
can be found in the second sentence in the passage: 
This motive alone would have urged me to solicit 
permission to lay mine at the feet of my sovereign; 
sovereign whose reign has been marked by the most 
rapid and distinguished progress, in the arts, in 
a 
commerce, and in the most sublime as well as the most 
useful discoveries, altogether arising from your 
majesty's immediate protection and encouragement. (2, 
iv) 
The sentence contains 59 words, 12 of which contain three 
syllables or more. The phrase "majesty's immediate 
protection and encouragement" by itself contains 15 
syllables in 5 words. 
Readability Analysis of the Preface. The preface 
appears right after the Note to the King and is Smeaton's 
first authorial comments to his general readership. In 
this passage, Smeaton discusses the difficulties he 
encountered when writing the Edystone. In addition, 
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Smeaton makes comments about the nature of writing, the 
type and quality of the paper used in the printing of the 
work and the printing of his graphics. He also discusses 
the artist's responsibility to a subject when he states 
that "the artist must write for himself~ as only he can 
feel the force of his subject, so as to give it energy (2, 
vi)." This preface is especially important in light of a 
technical writing perspective since Smeaton discusses what 
he attempts to do from a communication standpoint: 
I can say with great truth, that I have taken much 
pains, and have left nothing undone, that appeared 
necessary to the full information of my reader upon 
the subject: and I hope, that however I may be 
defective otherwise, I have not fallen short of an 
explanation, to those whose leisure, and patience, 
may give them leave to go regularly through the 
detail (2, v). 
And at the end of the preface he also adds: "I do not 
apprehend it to be the nature of a commentary that the 
style should be polished~ only that it should explain the 
subject, in the most easy and familiar manner (2, vi)." 
The readability scores for this passage are presented 
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In this passage, the percentage of 3+ syllable words is 9.8 
percent and the number of syllables per sentence is 41.5. 
The word to sentence ratio is 31.2. The longest sentence 
in the sample is presented below: 
As I speak, and even write a provincial language, 
and, as I have already mentioned, was not bred to 
letters, I am greatly obliged to my friends in the 
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country, for perusing and abundantly correcting my 
manuscript: and last of all, to my friend Doctor 
Blagden who has been so obliging as to overlook the 
greatest part, as in justice to him I must observe I 
was obliged to send several sheets to the press 
without his seeing them (2, 6). 
Even though the sentence has 79 words, only six of them are 
three or more syllables. The words that contain less then 
three syllables are almost exclusively one syllable words 
as in the phrase "and last of all, to my friend Dr. Blagden 
who has been so obliging as to overlook the greatest part • 
• • "where 14 out 20 words have fewer than five letters in 
them. 
Readability Analysis of Experiments with Water 
Cements. The passage on Smeaton's experiments with water 
cements occurs after the section where he discusses 
completing the first year's work on the rocks (this first 
year is spent preparing the House Rock for the 
foundation of the lighthouse) and before the beginning of 
the actual construction of the lighthouse in the second 
building season. The section on water cements contains a 
discussion of Smeaton's experimental methods and the 
results of his tests. At the beginning of this section on 
the Edystone, Smeaton poses four questions: 
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Is there a difference in the hardness of the 
mortar resulting from the completeness or 
incompleteness of the burning process of the lime? 
What difference is there in mortar made from fresh 
water or from sea water? 
Do different limestones impart different qualities 
to the mortar? 
Does Tarras Mortar, after being beaten once, 
become better after being beaten again (2, 104 -
105)? 
His purpose throughout this section is to answer these four 
questions and thereby recommend the best water cement for 
the lighthouse. 
The readability scores for this passage are presented 
below: 
Words 342 
3-Syllable words 31 
Sentences 7 
Syllables 454.6 
Syllables per 100 words 132.9 
Sentences per 100 words 2.0 
Fog reading level 
Flesch reading ease 
Flesch grade level 

















The 3+ syllable word percentage is 9.1 percent, but the 
number of syllables per sentence is 64.9. The word to 
sentence ratio is 48.9 words per sentence. 
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Because this passage deals with the process by which 
Smeaton arrives at his result (the best water cement), 
information is presented specifically step by step. 
Stylistically, the passage's readability scores are high 
primarily because of the length of sentences. However, four 
of the seven sentences in the passage are compounded with a 
coordinate conjunction as in the following sentence: "This 
ball lying upon a plate til it was set and would not yield 
to the fingers was then put into a flat pot filled with 
water so as to be covered by the water and what happened 
to the ball in this state was the criterion by which I 
judged of the validity of the composition for our purposes 
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emphasis added (2, 104)." This sentence, treated as a 
single 60 word sentence in the readability analysis, can 
easily be broken apart by a reader into two shorter 
sentences (A, the ball lying upon the plate, and then B, 
what happened to the ball). Also troublesome is Smeaton's 
tendency to use different types of punctuation within 
sentences in a passage -- punctuation that does not count 
in the readability analysis. If we were to treat simple 
coordination as indicating a new sentence, the net effect 
would be a substantial lowering of the readability scores. 
Readability Analysis of the Dr. Spry Digression. 
This passage about Dr. Spry begins after Smeaton's 
discussion of the destruction of Rudyerd's lighthouse and 
before his discussion of the events that took place prior 
to his being selected by the proprietors to construct a new 
lighthouse upon the rocks. The passage begins with the 
phrase "We will now return to ••• " (2, 34) totally taking 
us out of the chronological development Smeaton has been 
using. The passage then continues discussing how the light 
keeper dies after swallowing melted lead and how Dr. Spry, 
after discovering this lead in the light keeper's stomach, 
conducts experiments on live animals to see if and how they 
could survive the ordeal. The passage also discuss how Dr. 
Spry is subsequently charged with cruelty to animals. 
Smeaton ends this digression on a moral note saying that 
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"such however was Dr. Spry's lot, that in establishing his 
abilities in his profession, he was then by some 
stigmatized with the imputation of inhumanity (2, 35)." 
From what was stated earlier in Chapter 2, Smeaton's 
tendency to place his digressions between passages 
containing technical information acts as a buffer, breaking 
up his chronological development into shorter chunks. 
below: 
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Rix grade level 13.0 
The 3+ syllable word percentage is 9.6 percent, the number 
of syllables per sentence is 96.2 and the word to sentence 
ratio is quite high at 69.2 words per sentence. 
The primary re~son for the high readability scores of 
this passage is the length of the sentences. For example, 
the second sentence in the passage reads: 
His name was Henry Hall of Stonehouse near 
Plymouth, and though aged 94 years, being in good 
constitution, he was remarkably active considering 
his time of life: he had invariably told the surgeon 
who attended him (Mr. Spry, now Dr. Spry of Plymouth, 
who constantly administered the proper remedies to 
such burns and hurts as could be perceived) that if 
he would do anything effectual to his recovery, he 
must relieve his stomach from the lead, which he was 
sure was within him: and this he not only told Dr. 
Spry, but those about him, though in a very hoarse 
voice; and he also said the same thing to Mr. Jessop, 
who went to see him several times during his illness, 
and who gave me this information (2, 34). 
This one sentence contains 127 words-- 36.7 percent of the 
total words in the sample. 
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Comments on Smeaton and Readability 
Readability formulas are, at best, only indicators as 
to the readability of a passage {15). However, given the 
fact that all the passages come from the same text, and 
given the fact that a consistent application of the 
formulas was used in this study {a consistency that can be 
achieved only by computer scoring), the results indicate 
that Smeaton's style does change from passage to passage. 
In the note to the king, where Smeaton attempts to garner 
ruling class acceptance of his work, the readability scores 
are very high. When he makes comments to his general 
readership in the preface, the readability grade levels 
come down. When he discusses experiments and experimental 
results, the scores show a better readability index than 
when he digresses and discusses information not germane to 
his specific purpose -- the construction of a plain and 
simple building. 
The chart on the following page shows the readability 
values combined for all passages. Those readability 
formulas yielding the highest results, Fog {average = 
22.9) and Kincaid {average = 19.1) are syllable sensitive 
formulas. The Holmquist formula yields a grade of 22.2; 
however, this formula arrives at its results using the 
Dale-Chall word list which was compiled in 1948 and is 
probably not a good measure of an 18th-century reader's 
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vocabulary since words on the list like "television" would 
be unfamiliar to an 18th-century reader just as a 1948 
reader would have trouble with an 18th-century vocabulary. 
Those yielding the lowest values, Powers (average = 7.8) 
and Coleman (average = 9.1), are word length or letter 
sensitive formulas (although the Rix formula is also word 
length sensitive but yields a college rating). It appears 
from this summary data that Smeaton scores as he does due 
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The table presented below shows all the readability 
values for each of the four samples used in this 
readability analysis. 
Sample Sample Sample Sample 
1 2 3 4 
Fog 25.8 16.2 23.2 31.5 
-------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
Flesch Grade College 7.5 11.5 College 
-------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
Powers 8.6 6.3 7.6 9.6 
-------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
Holmquist 11.5 8.6 9.3 11.0 
-------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
ARI 10.4 6.0 9.2 13.5 
-------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
Flesch-Kincaid 21.8 12.3 19.1 28.1 
-------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
Coleman 11.2 7.9 7.9 9.7 
-------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
Dale-Chall College 7.5 9.5 11.5 
-------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
Rix 13.0 11.0 13.0 13.0 
Although there appears to be little relationship between 
formulas from the data, the bit of conclusive evidence --
the fact that all the formulas shift in the same direction 
(more readable or less readable) from sample to sample --
supports the claim that Smeaton's style does fluctuate. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
By constructing an historical perspective for the 
Edystone, several facts about Smeaton have become clear. 
First, Smeaton's general goal is not unlike a contemporary 
technical writer's goals -- he wants to communicate 
information clearly and effectively. Second, Smeaton's 
specific purpose in writing the Edystone is to describe 
the construction of a plain and simple building. Third, 
Smeaton generally uses a chronological development when 
presenting his information (from the Colossus of Rhodes to 
the completion and subsequent revisits to the lighthouse in 
1787); however, he interrupts this development by 
digressing with deductive asides and anecdotes. These 
digressions serve to breakup the linear presentation into 
smaller chunks. Fourth, Smeaton uses technical writing 
methods of development (definition and process narrative) 
in the Edystone. These forms appear to have changed 
little if any in the 200 years from the publication of the 
Edystone to today. Fifth, the readability analysis 
indicates that Smeaton's style changes from passage to 
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5. Moran, Michael. "The History of Technical and 
Scientific Writing." Research in Technical 
Communication: A Bibliographic Sourcebook. 
Michael Moran and Debra Journet, eds. US: 
Greenwood, 1985. 25 - 38. 
6. Abrams, M. H., general ed. The Norton Anthology 
of English Literature. Major Authors 3d ed. 
NY: W. w. Norton and Company, 1975. 
7. Howell, Wilbur Samuel. Eighteenth Century 
British Logic and Rhetoric. Princeton: 
Princeton UP, 1971. 
8. Locke, John. An Essay Concerning Human 
Understanding. Peter H. Nidditch, ed. 
London: Oxford UP, 1975. 
9. Golden, James L. and Edmund· P. Corbett, eds. The 
Rhetoric of Blair, Campbell, and Whately. 
NY: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1968 
10. Rogers, Pat. The Eighteenth Century. NY: 
Hawkins and Meier Publishers Inc, 1978. 
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11. An assimilation of these methods for expanding a 
term can be found in works like John Lannon's 
Technical Writing 2nd ed. pg. 94 - 97 and 
Pickett/Laster's Technical English: Writing, 
Reading, and Speaking pg. 91. See also 
Brusaw, Alred, and Oliu's Handbook of 
Technical Writing 3d ed. pg. 155 - 157. 
12. For more information on the methods for developing 
process narratives like a lab/recommendation 
report, see Warren's Technical Communication: 
An Outline pg. 20 - 21 and Brinegan and 
Skites Technical Writing: A Guide with 
Models pg. 111 - 114. Brusaw, Alred, and 
Oliu's Handbook of Technical Writing 3d ed. 
pg. 340 - 343 also has an excellent discussion 
of these methods. 
13. Schulyer, Michael R. "A Readability Formula 
Program for Use on Microcomputers." Journal 
of Reading. 25.6 (1982): 560 - 591. 
14. Kretschmer, Joseph c. "Computerizing and Comparing 
the Rix Readability Index." Journal of 
Reading. 27.6 (1984): 490- 499. 
15. Opinions vary widely as to the practical use of 
readability formulas. For example, Jack 
Selzer, in "What Constitutes a 'Readable' 
Technical Style?" New Essays in Technical 
and Scientific Communication(pg. 71- 89), 
states that formulas that use traditional 
sentence units (syllables, word length, etc.) 
as measures are unreliable. In the same book, 
Thomas Huckin, in his essay "A Cognitive 
Approach to Readability" (pg. 90- 105), 
states that "readability formulas often seem 
to have a certain measure of predictive 
validity" and that if they do have this 
limited usefulness, then they can be used with 
cognitive psychology to provide an "early 
warning check" on written documents. Jo 
Allen, in her article "A Readability Review: 
Important Trends since 1979" Teaching 
English in the Two-Year College (October, 
1985, pg. 214 - 220), states that readability 
formulas form the basis for audience analysis 
-- that writing that corresponds to a set 
grade level "is an important step in making 




COMPUTER PROGRAMMING TOOLS 
The style, Fry graph, and composite programs used to 
generate the readability values and graphics for the 
Edystone were adapted from Michael R. Schuyler's general 
readability program listing in the the Journal of Reading, 
(11, 560 - 561) and from Joseph C. Kretschmer's Rix program 
in the Journal of Reading, (12, 490- 499). I developed 
the other three programs and the custom modifications in 
the style programs to simplify data entry and prevent 
errors that might skew the results. 
The program's were run on an Apple IIe microcomputer 
with 64K and additional 64K bank switch on its 80 column 
card. The graphs were generated on an Epson FX-85 using a 
Grappler II+ printer interface card. 
A listing of the six programs used to obtain the 
readability values and and generate the graphs and data 
listings are presented in this appendix. 
56 
Dupdate 
This program allows the operator to 
update any single 
line entered using the Dentry program
. I developed this 
program so that I would not have to r
ekey an entire sample 
using Dentry if I made a mistake ente
ring the original 
sample. 
to l:t •. lt~AR : HOME : D$ = GHR$ ( 4): 
DIM 'l'$ ( 2b) 
20 PH1 N'r "Ed .it, Dat,a Program" 













FILE 'l'O UPDATE ==> "; FT$ 
PHI NT D$; "OPEN "; Ji"l'$ 
PI:HNT D$; "READ "; F'l'$ 
Jt'OH Xl = l 1'0 2b 
I NPIJ'l' 'f$ ( X 1 ) 
NEX'I.' Xl 
PRIN'l' D$; "DELETE "; F'f$ 
HOHlt: 
PRIN'J' : INPUT "Updat.e record 
# ";RN 
I fi' kN = 0 HOTO 1 80 
PHI N'J' '1'$ ( RN ) 
PRIN'f : PRINT "Enter the new 
line of dat.a": INPUT UP$ 
lhO PRIN'l' : PRINT "'fhe o:J d line
 
read:": PRINT T$(RN): PRIN'J' 
"'l'he new line reads:": PRIN'l' 
OP$: PRIN'f : INPUT ''Press Y 
to ar-cept the change ";KS$ 
160 JJf KS$ = "Y" 'l'HEN 'l'$(RN) = 0 
P$ 
1'10 UP$ = "": HOTO 100 
180 PRIN'f D$; "OPEN "; F'l'$ 
190 PRINT D$; "WRITE "; Jt .. T$ 
200 FOR X2 = l TO 2& 
210 PRIN'f T$(X2) 
220 Nlt~X~I.' X2 
230 PRIN'l~ D$; "CLOSE "; FT$ 
240 PRlN'f : INPUT "Update anoth
e 
r fU e ( Y or N) "; KS$ 




This program generates the readability values for the 
different readability formulas, generates the values used 
by the program that generates the Fry graph, and generates 
the values used by the composite graph program. 
l(J UOTO 240 
20 IF Ffi = 2 THEN lltiO 
30 J.lt' l,EN ( 0$) < 2 THEN 1 160 
4U IF' ti'5 = 1 'niEN 200 
bO H' JHHH'J'$ ( 0$, 3) = "F.S'J"' THEN 
1'10 
t>O II'' HWHT$ (0$, 3) = "ING" THEN 
1 '/0 
70 JF HIGHT$ (0$,3) = "IES" THKN 
1'/0 
80 IF RIGHT$ (0$,3) ="lED" THEN 
1 '/0 
90 IF R IUHT$ ( 0$ , 2) :: "LY" THEN 
180 
100 .IF RIGHT$ (0$,2) :: "ER" THEN 
1 8() 
110 H' HIGH'f$ (0$,2) = "ED" THEN 
180 
120 IF HIUH'l'$ (0$,2) = "ES" 'fHEN 
180 
1 :~u .IF' IHGH'f$ ( 0$ ,l ) :: "S" 'fHI':N 
1HO 
140 ll'' R lGHT$ ( 0$. 1 ) :: "N" 'rHEN 
1HO 
1 50 GO'fO l1BO 
1 60 0$ = LEF1'$ ( 0$, ( LEN ( 0$) -
3)):0$ = 0$ + "Y::I!'5::1:GO'l'O 
21:W 
1'/0 0$ = l.I!~F'f$ ( 0$, ( LEN ( 0$) -
3)) :Fb = 1.: GO'J'O 880 
180 0$ = l.EI!'T$ ( 0$ , ( [,EN ( 0$ ) -
2) ) : ~·b :: 1 : GOTO 880 
t!m 0$ = LEFT$ (0$, ( l.EN (0$) -
1 )) : Fb :: 1 : GOTO 880 
200 IF RIGHT$ (0$,1) = MID$ (0 
$,( LEN (0$) - 1),1.) THEN 22 
0 
210 JF RIGHT$ (0$,1) < > "E" THEN 
0$ = 0$ + "E":F5 = 2: GOTO 8 
8() 
220 0$ = LEFT$ (0$, ( I.EN (0$) -











DlH Hl$(16): FOR I = 1 TO 16 
: HKAU Rl $(1): Nli~X'J' 1 
llA'rA CURRENT J>ASSAGIO: #,WORD 
S, 3-SYl,l.ABJ,E WOHIJS, SENTENCES 
,l:WLLkBLJ!:S,SYLLA13J,ES PER 100 
WOJ<TJS, Sfi~N'rJt:NCl!:S PEH 100 WOR 
l>S,FOG READINU l.EVEL,~'I,ESGH 
HEAlJlNU Jt:MiE 
IJA'r A FLESCH GH.AOE LEIJEI., POW 
Jt:HS HF:AlllNG EASE, HOI,HQUIST, A 
HI, fi'l,ESCH-KINGAID, GOLEMAN, RI 
X GRADE I.Jt~IJEI, 
'J'EX'f : HOME : PHIN'f : PRINT 
: PlHN'f : PRINT "BE RIGHT BA 
t:K! PI.Jt:ASE WAI1' 20 SEl.:ONDS. " 
: IHH C$(2934): ~'OR H = 1 TO 
2934: Rlt~AD C$(H): NEXT H: DIM 
A$(] 00): NORMAl, 
PHI NT "READABII,JTY 5. 0": PRINT 
: PHINT TAB( l1 )"*** DIRECT 
IONS ***": PRINT : PRINT "DE 
I.ETE ALl. PUNCTUATION EXCEPT 
A1' ENDS": PRINT "OF SENTENCE 
S. J.lo~AVE A SPACE BETWEEN THE 
": PRINT "LAST WORD AND THE 
PEHIOD THEN BEGIN THE": PRINT 
"Nl~XT Slt~N'fENCE IMMEDIATELY. 
F.XAMPJ,E:" 
PRINT : PRINT "THIS IS A SEN 
'l'ENCE • 'l'HIS IS ANOTHER • ": PRINT 
: PRIN'f "TYPE A SLASH ( /) BE 
FORE PROPE.'R NOUNS": PRINT : INPU'J 
"NAME OF TEXT'/ "; Z9$: PRINT 
INPUT "NAME OF FJI,E'?" ; NH$: D$ 
::: C:HR$ ( 4): PRINT D$; "OPEN 
";NM$: PRINT I>$"READ ";NM$: 
PRINT : FOR B = 1 TO 26: INPUT 
A$:X:: LEN (A$): IF RIGHT$ 
(A$,1) = "." THEN 340 
IF HIGHT$ (A$,1) = "!" THEN 
340 
320 [F RIUHT$ (A$,1) = "1" THEN 
:i40 
330 A$ = A$ + " " 
:i40 FOR C = 1 TO LEN (A$):'1'$ = 
MID$ (A$,C,1): IF T$ = " " THEN 
480 
3b0 IF T$:: "!" THEN 480 
:it>O II!' T$ = "?" 1'HEN 4 80 
3'f0 IF T$ :: " " THI<:N 490 
380 IF T$ = "/" THEN 470 
:·HIO 0$ = 0$ + T$: l. = r.. + 1: IF T$ 
:: "A" 'J'HEN 4h0 
4l>U IF 'f$ :: "E" THRN 4b0 
41ll lit' '1'$ = "1" THEN 450 
4~0 lF T$ :: "0" THKN 450 
430 lF T$ = "U" T•mN 450 
440 I> :: 0: GOTO 540 
4 h\J J) = J) + 1 : 1 F U = 1 THEN V = 
v ... l 
4o0 GO'I'O MO 
4'/0 Ji'4 = 1: HOTO MO 
480 S = H + 1: HO'l'O MO 
490 W = W + 1:F5:: 0: IF F4 = 1 THEN 
510 
bOD 01$ = 0$: IF I.EN ( 0$) > 6 Tffit~N 
HT = HT + 1: llt' I.EN (0$) > 
6 'rHEN RQ = RQ + 1: GOSUB 88 
(I 
510 0$ = "":F4 = O:D = 0: IF L > = 9 THEN T = T + 1 
b20 1~1 = 1·. + Ll: L = 0: IF V > = 
3 THEN T1 = '1'1 + 1 
b30 v = 0 
b40 NEXT C: NEXT B:T:: INT ((T + 
T1) I 2):R = .4 * ((T I W) * 
100 +WI S): PRINT : PRINT 
: Z 1 :: Z 1 + 1 : H = I N'f ( R * 1 
00) I lOO:E = W I S:F = E * 
.049H:R = 3.H365:P = (B4 I W ) * lOO:Pl :: (P * .1579):T2 = 
K + Pl + F:l9 = 19 + T2:TB = 
'l'B + 1 : 1.2 = Ll I 3. 1127: L2 = 
INT (L2 * 100) I 100 
bM> 1.3 = IJ2 I (W I 100):1.3 = IN'f 
(1,3 * 100) I 100 :G = 1. f>6 * 
( L1 I W) + .19 * ( W I S) - 6 
.49:G = INT (G * 100) I 100 
:82 = S I (W I 100):S2 = INT 
(S2 * 100) I 100:E9 = 206.83 
6 - .846 * L3 - 1.016 * (W I 
S):E9. = lNT (E9 * 100) I 10 
0 
59 
b60 E1 = (WI H) * .Ob12 + .1142 * 
H4 + 3.442:E7 = TNT (E7 * 1 
00) I tOO:~b = - 2.2029 + . 
U118 * (W I S) + .045~ * L3: 
Eb = INT (E6 * 100) I lOO:H 
1 = .39 * (WI H) + 11.8 * ( 
1.2 I W) - 16.69:Hl = INT (H 
1 * lPO) I 100:Mb = (141.840 
1 - .21459 * (Ll I W * 100) + 
1.07981~ * 82) I 100:H6 = 
27.4004 * H5 + 23.06395 
b70 HH = INT (H6 * 100) I 100:W9 
= WA + W:T9 = T9 + T:S9 = S 
9 + S:l,9 = L9 + l.t:B5 = Bb + 
H4:H9 = .4 * ((T9 I W9) * 10 
0 + W9 I S9):H9 :: INT (R9 * 
100) I 100:T7 = 19 I T8:Q9 = 
1.9 I 3.112•t:Q9 = IN1' CQ9 * 
100) I 100:Q8 = S9 I (W9 I 1 
(I{)) 
h80 Q8 = lNT (QB * 100) I 100:Q7 
= Q9 I (W9 I 100) :Q'/ = INT 
(Q7 * 100) I 100:E8 = 206.83 
b- .846 * Q7- 1.01b * (W9 I 
S9):E8 = INT (EB * 100) I t 
OO:E4 :: - 2.2029 + .0178 * 
(WA I SS) + .0466 * Q7:E4 = 
)NT (E4 * 100) I lOO:E6 = ( 
W9 I S9) * .0512 + .1142 * B 
b + 3.442 
b90 E6 = INT (ES * 100) I 100:M2 = .39 * (W9 I S9) + 11.8 * 
(QA I W9) - 16.69:H2 = INT 
(H2 * 100) I 100:G9 = 1.66 * 
(J,9 I W9) + . t 9 * ( W9 I S9) -
H.49:G9 = JNT (G9 * tOO) I 
lOO:H3 = (141.8401 - .21459 * 
(L9 I W9 * 100) + 1.079812 * 
QB) I 100:M4 = - 27.4004 * 
M3 + 23.06395:M4 = INT (M4 * 
1 OD) I 100 
f:lOO PRINT TAB( 15)Rl$(1): PRIN'r 
: PRINT Z9$: PRINT : PRINT W 
.Hl$(2): PRINT T,Rl$(3): PRINT 
S,Rl$(4): PRINT L2,R1$(5): PRINT 
1J3,Hl$(6): PRINT S2,Rl$(7): PRINT 
: PRINT R,R1$(8): PRINT E9,R 
1$(9): IF E9 > l.OO THEN PRINT 
"<4",Rl$(10): GOTO 148 
tHO IF E9 > 90 THEN PRINT "4" ,R 
1 $ ( 1 0) : OOTO 680 
fl:W H' Ji:U > 80 'rHJt~N I'RIN'I' "5",R 
1 $( 10): GOTO 680 
630 lit' Ji:U > '10 'l'HEN P.RlNT "6", R 
1$(10): liOTO 680 
640 IF E9 > 60 THEN I~INT "7-8" 
, Rl$( tO): UOTO 680 
6!>0 lJi' E9 > bO THEN PRINT "9-10 
",Hl$(l0): GO'fO 680 
660 ]},' F.9 > 30 THEN PRINT "11-1 
2",R1$(10): GOTO 680 
6'10 PRJ N'l' "C:OLl.F~GE", Rl$( 10) 
t:HIO PRINT E5, ftl$( 11): PRINT E7, R 
l$(1.2): PIUN1.' G,Rl$(13): PRIN'I' 
Ml, Rl$( 14): PRlN'f M6, Rl$(15) 
: HOSUH 11 '/0: UOSUB 2340: PRINT 
llX,Rl$(16) 
n~O HOSUB 2340 
'/01) PRIN'l' D$; "Gl.OSE ";NM$: INPIJ'l' 
"I)() YOU HAVE MORE MA'I'F.:RIAf.'/( 
Y OH N) ";A$: IF A$ = "'{" THEN 
tno 
'710 PHIN'l' : PRINT : PRINT 'l'AH( 
1 b) "'l'O'J'AL PASSAGl'~S 1 THIW "; 
Zl: PRINT : PRINT Z9$: PRINT 
: PRJN1' W9,IH$(2): PRIN1' T9, 
H1$(3): PRINT S9,Rl$(4): PRINT 
Q9,Rl$(5): PRINT Q7,Rl$(6): f.'RIN'l' 
QB,Rt$(7): PRINT : PRINT R9, 
Rl$(6): PRINT EB,Rl$(9): IF 
E6 > 100 THEN PRINT "< 4",R 
1 $(1 0): GO'I'O 790 
no Ho' E8 > 90 THEN PRIN'l' "4" ,R 
1 $ (1 0 ) : GO'I'O •190 
730 IF EB > 80 THEN PRINT "5" ,R 
l$(10): GOTO 790 
'/40 IF Jt;B > 70 THEN PRINT "6", R 
l $ ( 10 ) : GOTO 7 90 
'ThO lit' E8 > 60 THEN PRINT "7-6" 
,Rl$(10): GOTO 790 
760 IF 1m > f>O THEN PRINT "9-10 
'' • Rl $ ( l 0): GOTO '190 
770 IF Tt:B > 30 THEN PRINT "11-1 
2",H1$(10): GOTO 790 
'180 PRINT "COLLEGE",R1$(10) 
790 PRINT E4,Rl$(11): PRINT E6,H 
1$(1:?.): PRINT G9,R1$(13): PRIN'l' 
H2,Rl$(14): PRINT M4,Rl$(15) 
:T2 = T7: GOSUB 1170 
800 GOSlJB 2200: PRINT RX, Rl${16) 
:D$ = CHR$ (4): REM 
810 PRINT D$; "OPEN FRY DATA": PRINT 
1>$; "WRI'J'E Ji'RY DATA": PRINT Q 
7: PRINT Q8: PRINT D$; "CLOSE 
FRY DATA": PRINT D$; "OPEN C 
OHPOSITE DATA": PRINT D$; "WR 
ITE COMPOSITE DATA": PRIN'l' T 
2: PRINT R9: PRINT E8: PRINT 
E4: PRINT E6: PRINT G9: PRINT 
H2: PRINT Q7: PRINT Q8: PRINT 
H4 
60 
1:!20 PHlN'f H.X: PRINT D$; "t:l,OSto; CO 
HPOSI'I'E DA1'A": INPUT "PHfo:ss 
<RETURN> 'fO eONTINUE" ;·lN$: HOME 
: PRIN'f : PRJ.N'f "YOU HAVE TH 
E FOJ,I.OWINl~ GHOICES: ": PRINT 
: PR1N1' : PRLN'I' "1. SEE A F 
RY GRAPH OF YOUR DATA" 
b:·w PRlN'f : PRIN'f "2. GO TO 'I'Hli: 
PROGRAM REMARKS": PRIN'l' : PRINT 
"3. UO 'W 'fHE Jt'ORMULA EXPLA 
NATIONS": PRINT: PRINT "4. 
SEE fl. GOHP.OSI'I'E GHAPH": PRINT 
: PRINT "5. QUIT": PRINT : PRINT 
: INPU'l' "ENTli~R YOUR CHOICE = 
=> ";E$: IF E$ = "1" TH.I.:N PRINT 
I>$; "RUN FRY GRAPH" 
840 Ilt' E$ = "4" 'l'HEN PHJ NT D$; " 
RUN t;OMPOSI1'Ji:" 
8h0 IF E$ = "5" THEN END 
!:!tiU HO'J'O 820 
8~0 Tl = O:T = O:B4 = O:S = O:Sl = 
O:S2 = O:W = O:L = O:Ll = 0: 
[,2 :: 0 : [,3 = 0: RT = 0 : HOME : 
HOTO 300 
880 1''4 = 0: lF ASC (0$) < 6& GOTO 
900 






900 : PRINT D$ = "": RETURN 
g10 IF LEN (0$) > 6 THEN RQ = R 
Q + l 
920 C9 ::: 1:C8 = 125: GOSUB 1130: RETURN 
~30 C9 = 126:<:8 ::: 386: GOSUB 1130 
: RETURN 
940 t:9 = 387:C8 = 655: GOSUB 1130 
: RETURN 
9h0 C9 = 656:C8 = 805: GOSOB 1130 
: RJt:1'URN 
960 C9 = 606:G6 = 875: GOSIJB 1130 
: RETURN 
970 G9 = 676:C8 ::: 1044: GOSUB 113 
0: RETURN 
~80 C9 = 1045: CB = 1158: GOSUB 11 
30: RETURN 
f.IHO C9 = l1!)9:C8 = 1331.: UOSUB 11 
30: RETURN 
1000 C9 = 1332:C8 = 1372: GOSUB 1 
1.30: RETURN 
1010 C9 = l3'13:C6 = 1404: GOSUB 1 
1. 30: RETURN 
1020 C9 ::: 1405:C8 ::: 1434: GOSUB 1 
130: RETURN 
1030 C9 ::: 1435:C8 ::: 1553: GOSUB 1 
1.30: RETURN 
1040 CH = U}54:G8 :: 1683: GOSUB 1 
1 30 : R'E'l'llHN 
1050 t!9 = 1684:C8 = 1.742: GOSUB 1 
130: RI!:TURN 
1060 Gff = 1743:C8 = 1803: GOSUB 1 
1 30: RETURN 
10'10 C9 = 1604:<:8 = 1993: GOSUB 1 
130: RETlJH.N 
1080 C9 = 1994:C8 = 2005: GOSUH 1 
1 30 : RE'l'OHN 
1090 C9 = 2006:G8 = 2127: GOSUB l 
l 30 : RE'I'OH.N 
1100 C9 = 2128:G8 = 2529: GOSHB 1 
130: RETlJRN 
111 0 G9 = 21l30: G8 = 27 .1 3: GOSUB 1 
l 30: RE'fllHN 
1120 U9 = 2'114: G8 = 29:~3: GOSUA 1 
130: Rli.:T!JHN 
1130 Jo'OR II!>= C9 '1'0 G8: IF 0$ = 
l:$ ( 115) THJt~N 0$ = " " : RETURN 
1140 NEXT H5: UO'l'O 20 
llbU IF T2 > 9.999 THEN PRINT " 
16+", "DAJJE CHALL SCORE" 
1160 B4 = B4 + 1:0$ = "": RETURN 
1170 IF T2 < = 4.99 THEN 1240 
1180 IF T2 < = b. 99 THEN 1250 
1190 1 F T2 < = 6. 99 'l'HEN 1260 
1200 IF T2 < = 7.99 THEN 1270 
1210 IF T2 < = 8.99 THEN 1280 
1220 IF T2 < = 9.999 Tl~N 1290 
1230 RETURN 
1240 PRINT "4TH OR LESS", ''DALE C 
IIAI.L SCORE": RETURN 
1 ?.!>0 PRINT "5-6", "DAJ,E CHALJJ SCO 
RE" : RETURN 
1260 PRINT "7-B","DALE CHALL SCO 
RE" : RE'l'URN 
1270 PRINT "9-10","DALE CHALL SC 
ORE" : RETURN 
1280 PRINT "11-12", "DAI.E CRALl, S 
<!ORE": RETURN 
1290 PRINT "GOLLEGE","DALE CHALL 
SCORE" : RETURN 
1300 DATA A,ABLE,ABOARD,ABOUT,A 
HOVE,ABSENT,AGCEPT,ACCIDENT, 
ACCOlJNT,AGHE,ACHING,ACORN,AC 
RE, At:HOSS, ACT, ACTS, ADD, ACCRE 
SS: DATA ADMIRE,ADVENTURE,A 
FAR,AFRAID,AFTER,AFTERNOON,A 
FTERWARD,AFTERWARDS,AGAIN,AG 
AlHST I AGE, A£;ED, AGO, AGREE I AH. 
AHJt:AD 
61 
1310 DATA AID,AIH,AIR,AIRFIEI.D 
, AIRPl.ANE,AIHPOR'I' ,AIRSHIP, AI 
RY, ALARM, ALIKE, ALIVl!: ,ALL, Al.lJ 
Jo:Y I Al.l,JGATOR, ALLOW ,AI.HOST. AL 
ONR: DATA ALONG,ALOUD,ALRE 
ADY,~LSO,ALWAYS,AH,AMERICA,A 
MRH, ~CAN, AMONG, AMOUN'f, AN, ANI>, 
A N<.EL, ANGER, ANGRY ANIMAL AN(> 
'J'HER ' ' 
1320 l>A'l'A ANSWER,ANT,ANY,ANYBOD 
Y, ANYHOW, ANYON!i:, ANY'l'HING, ANY 
WAY,ANYWHERE,APART,APARTMENT 
, APE,APIECE,APPEAR,APPI.E.APR 
l L: IJAT A APRON, ARE ARI<:Ni' AR 
1 BE. ARJTHME't'rc. ARM, ARMJmL: AR 
MY •, AROUSE, AROUND, ARRI\NGJo~, ARR 
1 VE, ARRIVED, ARROW, AR1' ARTIST 
,AS ' 
1330 . llA'l'A ASH,ASIIr:S,ASIDE,ASK,A 
Sl,EEP,AT,ATE,AT'l'AGK AT'l'END A 
'l'1'Jo:NTION. AUGUS1'. AUNT. AUTHOR, 
AU1'0, AUTOMOBILE, AUTUMN AVENU 
1!:: DA'fA AWAKE,AWAKEN,AWAY ,A 




1340 DATA BADLY,BADGE,BAG,BAKE, 
BAKER,BAKERY,BAKING,BALL,BAL 
J .OON, BANANA, BAND, BANDAGE, BAN 
U, BAN.lO, BANK, BANKER, BAR, BARB 
ER: DATA BARE,BARELY,BAREF 
OOT,BARK,BARN,BARREL,BASE,BA 
SEBALL,BASEMF.NT,BASKET,BAT,B 
ATGH, BA'I'H, BATHE, BATHING, BATH 
ROOM 
13M> DA'fA BATHTUB,BATTLE,BATTL 
ESHJP,BAY,BE,BEING,BEACH,BEA 
D,HEAM,BEAN,BEAR,BEARD,BEAST 
, BEAT, BEA'l'ING, BEA1'IFUL, BEAUT 





1360 DATA BEEN,BEER,BEAT,BEFOR 
E,HEG,BEGAN,BEGGAR,BErn;ED,BE 
GIN,BEGINNING,BEGUN,BEHAVE,B 
EHIND, BELIEVE, BEl.L, BELONG, BE 





13'f0 IJATA BlG,'BIGGER, BILL, BILLB 
OARD, BIN ,lllND, BIRD, BIR'I'H, BlH 
'rHDAY, BISGUl'f, Bl T, BITE, BIT IN 
H, BI T'I'ER, Bl.ACK, BI.ACKBERRY: DATA 
HLAGKBJRD, BLACKBOARD, BJ,ACKM 
ESS,Bl.AGKSHITH,BLAME,HLANK,B 
l.ANKJo~T, BJ.AST, BI.AZE, BU<~ED, BLE 
SS, BI,ESSING, BLEW, BLIND 
1:i80 DA'l'A BJ.J.NDS,BJ.INDFOLD,BI.OC 
K, BI.OOH, Ht.OOM, lli.OSSOM, BLO'f, B 
LOW, B[.(JE, BJ,UEBERRV, BLUEBJ RD, 
lJL,Il.I'~JAY, BLUSH, BOARD, BOAS1', BO 
A'f: OA'I'A DOB,BOBWHI'l'E,BODY, 
HOIJJ Jt~S, HOJl,, BOll.EH, BOI.D, BONE 
, BONNI~'f, UOO, HOOK, BOOKGASit~. BO 
OKKEEPER, BOOM, BOO'f, BOH.N, BORH 
ow 
1 3 90 I lA 'l' A BOSS, BO'l'H, BO'rEJ!i.:R, BOT'1' 
!.J:t:. BO'l"fOM, BOUGHT, HOUNClt: , BOW, 
BOW[,, BOWWOW, BOX, BOXES, BOXCAR 
, JIOXEH, BOY, U01'llOOD, UHAC.lt~LE'f: 
IJA'l'A BRAIN, BREAK, BRAN, BRAN 
t!U, BH.ABS, BHAVE, BREAD, BRAKE, B 
kRI\KFAST ,lmEAS1', BRJt:ATll, BREAT 
1:1&, BH.lt~Jo..:ZE, mn CK, BRIDE, BR I OOE 
1400 JJATA llRIGHT,BRIGH'l'NESS,BRI 
NG,BHOAD,BROADCAST,HROKE,BRO 
KEN,BROOK,BROOH,BROTHER,BROU 
GH1', BROWN, BRUSH, BUBBLE, BUCKE 
T: DATA BUGKm,BUD,BUFFALO, 
BUG, BUGGY ,BUll,D, BUILDING, BUI 
L'l', BULB, BIJLI,, BULI.ET, BUM, BUMB 
J,EflJ<~E, BUMP, BUN, BUNCH, BUNDLE 
1410 DATA BUNNY,BURN,BURST,BUR'i 
, HUS, HUSH, BUSHEl,, BUSINESS, BU 
SY , BlJ'f, BlJTGBJt:R, BUTT, B!J1'TER, B 
U1"fElWUP, HU'l''l'Jt~HFLY, HUT'l'ERMll. 
l<: I>A'fA BU1'TERSCO'l'CH, BUTTON 
, Hli1"1'0NHOl.E, HlJY, Bll Z Z, BY, BYE, 
I!A H, l!ABBAGR, t!A BIN, CAI'H NET, CA 
l:Kl,Ji:, CAGE, C.AKJi:, CALl<~NDAR, CALF 
14 20 DA'f A CAI.l., CALLER, CALLING, 
CAM&, CAMI!:t,, CAMP, CAMPFIRE, CAN 
, CANAl,, CANARY, GANDLE, GANDLES 
'1'1 CK, CANDY , CANE, GM:mON, CAN NO 
T: DATA GANOE,CANT,CANYON, 
CAP, CAPE, CAPI'l'AL, CAPT A IN, CAR 
,CARD,CARDBOARD,CARE,CAREFUL 
,CARELESS, CARELESSNESS, CARLO 
AlJ 
1430 DATA CARPENTER,CARPET,CARR 






,CEREAL, CERTAIN, CERTAINLY 
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14 40 DATA CHAIN, CHAIR, CIJAJ,K, CHA 
HP ION, CHAN(:Jt~, <!HAN<JJt;, CHAP, <:HI\ 
UGE, t!lli\RM, I!HAR'l', CHASE, CHA'l'TE 
l:l, CH.Ji.:AP, CHEA'l', CHECK, CHIWKF.HS 
: DA'I'A CHEEK, CHJt:En, CHEESE, C 
HEfmY • CHF.S'r, GHlt~W, (;fll GK, <:Ell CK 
I!:N, CHIEF, CHil.D, CHll,f>HOOD, CHl 
l.UHI!:N,CHI Ll,, CHit.f,Y. CHlMNlt~Y 
14M) DATA CHlN,CHlNA,CHlP,t:HIP 
HUNK. <:HOCOL,A 'l'E, eHOl GJt~. GHOOSJi: 
, CHOP, CHORUS, CHOBJt~, GHOSi'~N, CU 
JHS'l'_EN, t!HRISTMAS, CHURCH, CfHJH 
N: DA'l'A CIGARE'J''l'E, CIRCLE, C 
lRCUB, CI'I'I ZEN, CITY, l:LANC:, er.A. 
P, CLASS, CLA.SSMA'l'E, CI.ASSROOM, 
l!I,AW. CLAY, CLEANER, CLEAN, Gl.EA 
R 
1460 DATA GLEVI<~R,CLH!K,et.ll!'Jt',GL 
lMH, Ct. I P, CWAK, CLOCK, CLOSET, 
CLOSE, CLO'fH, CLOTHES, CI.OTIUNG 
, <.:t.OUD,t:LOUDY ,CLOVJm,ct,OWN: DATA 
CWB, CLUMP, CI.IJGK, COACH, COAI. 
, C:OAS't, GOAT, COB, COBBLER, COGO 
A,GOGONOT,COGOON,COD,CODFISII 
, COF'~'Jt~E, t!OFFEEPOT 
14 70 DATA t!OIN, COLD, COJ,J,AR, COL 
J.l<:GJ<:,eor.OR, COLORED, COLT, COLU 
HN,COMH,COME,COMFOHT,COMW,C 
OMING,COHPAN'i,COMPAH.E,CONDUG 
'l'OR: DATA CONE, CONNECT, COO 
,C(~K,COOK.lt:D,COOKING,COOKIE, 
COOKIES, GOOL,COOLER, GOOP, COO 
PI!-:-R, t!OPY , CORD, CORK, CORN, CORN 
ER 
14 80 DA'I' A GORRJtX!T, GOST. G01', COTT 
AU!!:, <!01"l'ON, COUGH, COll<m, <!OULD 
, t!OlJJ.DN'l', COUNT, COUNTER, COUNT 
RY ,COlJN'rY ,t:OUHSE,COURT: DA'l'A 
GOIJSIN,COVER,COW,COWARD,COW 
ARDI.Y,COWOOY,COZY,CRAB,CRACK 
, eHACKER, CRADLE, CRAMPS, CRANB 
ERRY , CRANK, CRANKY 





WN, CRUEl., CRUMB, CRUMBLE, CRUSH 
,GRUST,CRY,CRIES,CUB,CUFF,CU 
P,GUPBOARD,CUPFUL,CURE 







I..UIO, DARN, DART, DASH 
1!>10 DA'l'A VA'I'E, IJAtJGH'l'EH, DAWN, DA 
Y, l>AYH~AR, l>AY'J'IMK, DEAH, Dl!:Aii' 
, lJio~Al,, DEAR, DEATU, DIWEMHF;R, JJE 
CK, Jlli:CJ.JJl!~, DEI.!:D, Dl!~EP, )JEER: DATA 
I>Ii.:l~lo:A'f, DEJt'F~Nl>, DEFENS.E, DEl,HJ 
fl'f, DEN, IJJo~N'l'IST, DEPI!~ND, DI<:POB 1 
'1', DE81 :HI BE, DESERT, I>ESERVE, DE 
n 1m:, JJ~<~s£< • nJt:STROY 
1!,20 ()A'fA DEVJI,,JJEW,IHAMONJJ,DlD 
, DIIlNT, DIE, IHED, DIES, DIFI!'Ji:R, 
IJl FFio:HENGE, IHFFEREN'l', DIG, DIM 
,fHHii;,OINE,DlNGf)()NG: DATA D 
I NNIU~, DIP ,lHRIWT, DIRF:CT ION, D 
IH'l', DIR'l'Y ,DISCOVER, DISH, DIS£, 
IKE, DISMISS, DITCH, IJI VE, DIVJi~R 
, JHVJlJE, 00, DOCK 
1 !>30 I Wf A OOf!TOR, OORS, DOESNT, DO 
G, OOLJ,, OOJ,I,AH, l>OI,l,Y, DONE<:, [)()N 
I< Jt~Y, J)()NT, DOOR, DOORBELL, I)()ORK 
NOB, I><>ORS'l~EP, IX)PE, l)()T, JX)UBLJt: 
: IJA TA OOUGH, l)()V E, OOWN, DOWN 
S'l'AIRH, WWNTOWN, I)()Z:Jo:N, DRAG, D 
HANK,lJH.AlN,DRAW,DRAWl!:R,IJRAWI 
NU,DHEAM,IJHESS,IlRESSEH 
1MO DATA DRESSMAKJo~,DREW,DRlED 
, JJRU"I', IJHII.L, DRINK, DRIP, DRIV 
Jo:, DHI VEN, DR I Vh"'R, DROP, DROVE, D 
HOWN, DROWSY • DRlJG, I>RUM, DRUNK: 
Ill\ 'I' A (IRY, DlH!K, DUE, UUG, I>ULI, 
, DUMB, DUMP, DURING, DUST ,DUS'l'Y 
, DUTY, DWARF, DWELl., DWELT, I>YIN 
G, Jo~A<~H. EAGlt~R, Ji~AGLE, EAR, EARLY 
1bb0 DATA EARN,EAHTH,EAHT,EAS'fE 
HN, Jo~ASY , Jo:A 'I', EA 'l'lo:N, EDGE, F.GG, E 
II, F.IGHT, EIGHTEEN, EIGHTH,1UGH 
'l'Y, EI'fHER, EI,BOW, EI.DER, ELDES'r 
: IJA'J'A F.LRCTRIC,EI,ECTRICITY 
, El,EPHAN'l', ELEVEN, F~LF, ELM, ELS 
E, ELSEWHERE, EMP'l'Y, END, ENDING 
, ENEMY, ENGINE, ENGINEER, ENGl. I 
SH 
1!>60 DATA ENJOY,ENOUGH,ENTER,EN 




G, EVImWHERE, EVIL, EXAC'l', EXCEP 
T,EXGHANGE,EXCITED,EXCITING, 
EXCUSE, EXI'l', EXPEC'l' 
1!>'/0 DATA EXPI.AIN,EXTRA,EYE,EYE 
BROW, FABLE, ~'AGE, FACING, FACT, 
FACTORY,FAIL,FAINT,FAIR,FAIR 
Y, FAI 'l'H, lo'AKE, FALL,l!'ALSE: DA'l'A 
FAMII.Y, FAN, FANCY, FAR, FARAW 
AY ,I!'ARE, FAHMER, FAHM, FARMING, 
FAROJo'F, FAR'l'HER, Ji'ASHION, FAST, 
fi'AS'fEN, FAT • FATHER, FAUI.'l' 
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I h80 LlA'J'A FAVOH,FAVOIH1'Io~, ... Jo;AR, to'· 
RAS'l' ,I!'EA'I'HEH, F'KIUWAHY, FIW, FE 
IW, Jo'EEJ., FKJi.:T, li'JU,I,, Jo'EI.I,OW, FF.t, 
'1', li'ENGE, Ji'EV EH, l!'l!~W, F'I H: llA 'fA 
lo'IDDI..E, n ELD, FIFJt~, Jo'IFTEl<~N ,I!' 
U''l'H, E'lF'l'Y, FW,J11GH'I', FIGURE, 
ni.E ,1!'1 [,[,,FILM, Fl NAl.I.Y, I!' I ND 
Ji'lNl!~,Ji'lNGER,FUUSH ' 
1b~O DA'J'A I!'J.RE,FIREARM,FIRECRA 
eKER~ FIRI!:PLACE, FIREWORKS, FIR 
ING,FISH,FISHERMAN,FIRST FIS 
'I', Fl'l', FIVE, FIX, Fl.A(l,1"J,AKE: DATA 
Jo'LAME, FLAP, Ji'J,ASH, FLASHLIGH 
'l', I!'LAT, l!'l,EA, a;'I.Jt~SH, FLEW, FLIES 
, FI,JGHT, J.!'LIP, Ji'I,JPFLOP, FI,OAT, 
Ji'l,OCK, Fl,OOD, FLOOR, FLOP 
I 600 DATA FLOUR, J.!'LOW, FLOWER, FLO 
WERY, FI.U'I"l'ER, FLY, FORM, 1"00, F'O 
GUY,Jo'OI.D,FOLKS,FOLl.OW,FOLLOW 
lNG, Ji'OND, FOOD, FOOl~, FOOt. ISH: DATA 
FOO'f, FOOTBALl,, FOOTPRINT, FOR 
, Ji'OREHEAD, F'ORES'I', FORGET, FORG 
J V.Ji:, J•'ORGOT, FORGO'I"l'.I.:N, FORK, FO 
RH, FOR'l', Ji'OHTH, FORTUNE 
161 0 DATA FORTY, FORWARD, I!'OUGHT, 
FOUND, FOUNTAIN, FOUR, FOUR'fEEN 
• FOUR'fll, FOX, FRAME, FREE, FREED 
OM, FREEZE, FREIGH1' • FRENCH: DA1'A 
FRESH, li'RET, FRIDAY, lt"'RIED, FRI 
RND,FRIENDLY,FRIENDSHIP,FRIG 
HTEN,li~OG,FROM,FRONT,J.!JROST,F 
ROWN ,lmOZE, FRUI'l', FRY 
1620 DATA FUDGE,J.!'UEL,FUU,,J.!'ULL 
Y • FUN , Jt'IJNNY, FUR, FURNITURE, FU 
'H1'Hlm, FUZZY ,GAIN,GALJ,ON,GALl, 




• GEN'l'LEMEN, GEOGRAPHY, GET 




GLORY, GI.OVE, GI,OW, Gl.UE, GO, GO 
I NH, GOES • GOAL, GOA 1', GOBBLE, GO 
IJ, GOJ)MO'rfiER, GOf.DEN, GOI,D, GOLD 
FISH,GOLF ,('.ONE,HOOD 
HHO DATA GOODS,GOODBY ,GOODBYE, 
GOODLOOKIN<J,GOODNESS,GOODY,G 
OOSE,GOOSEBKRRY,GOT,GOVERN,G 
OVERNMENT • GOWN, GRAB, GRACIOUS 
: DA 'J~A GRADE, GRAIN, GRAND • GH 
ANDCUU.D,GRANDCHlLDR.EN, GRAND 
DAUGFJTER, GRANDFATHER, GRANDMA 
, GRANDMOTHER, GRANDPA, GRANDSO 
N 
1 t:ihO DATA GRANl)STAND,GHAPE,GHA.P 
EH, HHAPJ<:Ii'HUl'l~, GHASS, HRASSHOP 
PKR, GRAT":F!H,, GH.A VJt~, GRAVEL, GR 
AVEYAHD,GH.AVY ,GAAY ,UH.AZE: DA'I'A 
GREASJ!:, GREA'l', GREEN, GREET, GR 
E:W, GfHND, GROAN, GROCERY , GHOUN 
IJ,GROlJP,GROVE,GROW,GUARD,GlJE 
SS, tm.I!~S'I', GU ll>E, GULF, GUM 
1660 DA'l'A GUN, GUNPOWDER, GUY, HA, 
HAHJ'l', HAD, HADNT, HAil., HAIR, HA 
Hil:U'l' ,HAIRPIN, HALl'', HALL, HALT 
, HAM, UAMMI';R, HAND, HANDFUL: DA'I'A 
HANDRERCH!li:F, HANDLE, HANDWRI 
'J'[NG, HANG, HAPPEN, BAPPJl,Y, HAP 
PJNl!:8S,HAPPY,HARBOR,HARD,HAR 
DLY, HARDSHIP, HARDWARJt~ 
lH'fO TJA'J'A HARJo;,HARK,HARM,HARNI<;s 
S, UAHP, ElAHVES'l', HASN't', HAS, HAS 
'J'Jo~. riAH'l'EN, HASTY, HAT, HI\T(!B, HA 
'fCHr:·r,HA'l'E,fJAUI.,HAV.J<:: DA'l'A 
HAVJt:NT, HAVING, HAWK, JIAY, HAYF I 
l':L.H, llAYS'l' Al!K, HE ,Ill'; AD, HEAIJAGH 
Jt; ,IIF.M,, JUo:Al.'rH, HEAI.'l'EIY, HRAP, H 
EAR, HEAHlN(;, UF.AHD 
1Htl0 l>A'I'A HEAR'f,HJt:AT,HEA'I'ER,HEA 
VEN, HEAVY ,HEED, HEEl,, HIUGHT, H 
Jt:LU, BJo:I.L, HELLO, HELMJt:T, HELP, H 
Jo:t,PEH, Hl!:LPFUL, HEM,HEN: DATA 
lffiNHOUSE,~:R,HERS,HERE,HERE 
S, HF.HO,HER..<;EL.F, HES ,HEY, HICKO 
HY ,HlD,HlDDJi;N, HIDE, HIGH,HIGH 
WAY ,HH,L,Illl,I.SIDE 
1690 [lATA HILJJTOP,HII.LY,IIIM,HIM 
SEl.F ,HIND, UlN'l', HIP, HIRE, HIS, 
IIJSS,HISTORY,HIT,HITCH,HIVE, 
110, HOE, HOG, HOl,D, HOL,DER: DA'l'A 
FlOW, HOI.IDAY, HOLLOW, HOl,Y, HO 
HE, HOMELY, UOMESI.CK, HONES'l', HO 
ID:Y, HONEYBEE ,HONEYMOON, HONK, 
HONOH, HOOD, HOOF, HOOK 
1700 DA'l'A HOOP,HOP, HOPE, HOPEFUl, 
,IIOPELESS,HORN,HORSE,HORSEBA 
GK,HORSESHOE,HOSE,HOSPITAL,H 
OS'l', HO'l', HO'l'EL, HOUND, HOUR: DA'l'A 
HOliSJo;, HOUSETOP, HOUSEWIFE, II 
OOSJi~WORK, HOW ,IJOWEVEU, 110\'H .. , llU 
G, HUGlt~, HUM, HUMBLE, HUMP, HUNDR 
ED, HUNG, HUNGER, HUNGRY 





E, IN, INCfJ, INCHES, INCOME, INDE 
ED, INDIAN, INDOORS, INK, INN,IN 
S.EC'f, INSIDE, INS'fANT 
I '/20 DA'I'A INB'I'Ji:AD,INSUI.1' ,lNTF.NIJ 
, 1N'l'JU!S'l'lm, lNTEHJt~S1'JNG, IN'ro, 
I NVJ TE, IRON, IS, ISI.ANIJ, ISN't', I 
'1' , 1 'l'S , 1 'I' SELF, I VE , IVORY : DA 1' A 
I IVY t .JAt:KJo~'l'' JACKS, .JAIL ,JAM, J 
ANlJARY, .lAR,.lAW, JAY, ,JEt,[,Y, ,JF.I, 
I,Yfi'JSH, JERK ,JIG,JOB, JOCKEY ,J 
OIN, JOKE, ,JOKINH, JOLLY 
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1'/30 llA'l'A JOURNEY ,JOY ,JOYFUI.,JO 
YOUS, ,JUOOE, ,JUG, ,JUJGE, JUICY, J 
(JJ,Y, JUMP ,JUNE ,JUNIOR, JUNK, J[J 
S'J', KEI!:N, KEEP, KEPT, KE'l'TI.E: DA'I'A 
KEY, KICK, KID, KII.I,, KI [,J,ED, Kl 
Nll,KINDLY,KINDNESS,KING,KING 
OOM, KISS, KIT£:HEN, KI'I'E, KIT'l'l.:N 
, Kl1"J'Y, KNEE, J<;NEEL 
1'140 DA'I'A KNEW, KNJFE,KNIT, KNIVE 
B.KNOB,KNOGK,KNOT,KNOW,KNOWN 
, l.Al!E, LAD, f,ADDEH, I.ADIES, LADY 
, I.AlD, LAKE, LAMB, LAME, I.AMP: IJATA 
LAND, LANE, LANGUAGE, J.AN'l'ERN, 
l.AP, LAHD, f,ARGE, L.ASH, LASS, L.AS 
'r, I.A 'l'E ,l.AOGH, LAUNDHY, LAW, LAW 
N, t.AWYER, L.AY ,I,AZY ,l .• .to~AD 
1'/hO IJA'fA J.EAJ>ER,I.EAK,I.lt;M',l.EAN 
, t.F~AP, LEARN , (,EARNED, I.EAS 'l', LE 
ATHER,l,F...AVE, LEAVING, J,lm,I,EFT 
, LEG, I.l•.;MON,I,EMONAJJJt~. Llt~ND: DATA 
I.F.NGTU, LESS, LJo~SSON, l.ET, LETS 
, l.E'l"l'ER, LETTING, Ll!!'l''l'UCE , LEVE 
J,, LIBERTY, LIBRARY, LICE, LICK, 
J,JD, [,JE, lalFE, LIF'l' 
1'160 DATA f,IGHT, LIGHTNESS, I.IGHT 
NING, lalKE, lalKEl.Y, LIKING, LILY 
, LIMB, LIHE,I.IMP, LINE, LINEN, L 
ION, t,Jp, J,IST, LISTEN, I, IT: DATA 
J,ITTLE, LIVE, LIVES, LIVELY, Ll 
VF:R, l.IVING, LIZARD, LOAD, LOAF, 
l.OAN, LOAVES, LOGK, LOCOMOTIVJt~, 
I.OG , I ,ONE, IJONELY 
1 '/'/0 DA'l'A f,QNESOME, LONG, LOOK, l.O 
OKOlJT, LOOP, [.()QSE, LORD, [,OSE, [, 
OSii.:R, LOSS, LOST, [,OT, LOUD, LOVE 
, LOVEI.Y, J,OVER, l.OW, L!Jf:K, LUCKY 
: DA'l'A [,{JMBER, LUMP, I.UNGH, [,y 
ING,MA,HACHINE,MAGUINERY,MAD 
, MADlt~, MAGAZINE, MAGIG, MADE, MA 
1 I,, MAILBOX, HAlLMAN, MAJOR 
1780 DATA MAKE,MAKING,MALlt~,MAMA 
,MAMMA,MAN,MANAGFR,MANE,MANG 
ER 'MANY. MAP. MAPLE I MARBI.E. MAR 
CH, MARE, MARK, MARKE'l', MARRIAGE 
: DA'fA MARRIED, MARRY ,MASK,M 
AST, MAS'fER, MAT, MATCH, MATTER, 
MATTRESS,HAY,MAYBE,MAYOR,MAY 
POI .E, ME, MEADOW, MEAl., MEAN, MEA 
NS 
1 'I !:tO DATA MEANT, MEASURE, Mlo~AT, MJ.t~ 
lJl CINE, MEET, m:E1'l NH, MEI,'J', HEM 
UEH, Mlm, MEND, MimW, MF.RR'f, MlmS 
, MESSAGE, MET, MET AI., M!t~W, MICE: 
llATA MJ()DLE,HIDNIGHT,MIGHT 
,MIGfl'l'Y, MILE, MILK, MUKMAN,MI 
U,, HlLI.EH, MILLION, MIND, MINE, 
MIN~~U, MIN'l' ,HINOTE, MIRHOR 
1800 DATA MISCHIEF ,MlSS,MISSPEI. 
1., MIS'l'AKE,MISTY, MIT'l', MTTTli:N, 
M l X', MOMI~NT, MON OA Y , MON!t~Y, MONK 
Jo~Y. MONTH, MOO, MOON, MOONI,J.GHT: 
TJA'f A MOOHE, MOP, MORE, MORN 1 N 
G, MOHHOW, MOSS. HOS1', MOSTLY, MO 
'l'HJo:H ,HO'I'OR,MOUNT, MOUNTAIN, MO 
lJSJ!~, MOUTH, MOVJt~, MOVIJi:, MOVIES 
1810 UA'l'A MOVING,MEOW, MR,MHS,HIJ 
Cll, MlJD, MlJHlJY, MUG, MlJI,E, HUI.,Tl P 
J,Y, MIJIWER, MUSIC, HUS'l', MY ,MYSlt: 
l.l~, NAil,, NAME, NAP, NAPKIN: DA'l'A 
NAHROW,NASTY,NAOUH'fY,NAVY,N 
EAH, NEAHRY, NEAHLY, Nli~AT, NF:CK, 
NIWKT IE, N!t~Jt~O, NEIWI.It~, Nli:KDNT, N 
. lo:UHO, NEIGEIBOR, NEIGHBORHOOD 
1820 IJATA NEI'l'HER, NimVE, NEST, NE 
'l', NEVER, NJt~VERMORE, NEW, NEWS, N 
EWSPAPER,NEXT,NIBBI.E,NICE,NI 
GKEl., N IUH'l', NIGHTGOWN, tH NE: I>ATA 
NINETEEN,NINF.TY,NO,NOBODY,N 
OU,NOISE,NOISY,NONE,NOON,NOR 
, NORTH, NOHTHF.RN, NOSE, NOT, NOT 
F., NOTHING, NOTICE 
1 830 ))ATA NOVEMBER, NOW, NOWHJ<~RE, 
NOM~ER,NUHSE,NUT,OAK,OAR,OAT 
HI~ AT., OATS, OBEY, OCEAN, OCI.OCK, 
OG'l'OH~~R, ODD, OF', OFF', OFFER: DA 1'A 
OJo'Jo' ICE , OFF I Clm , OFTJi:N , OH , 01 L 
, OJ,D, Ol.DFASHIONF.D, ON, ONCE, ON 
F., ONION ,ONI,Y ,ONWARI>,OPF.N, OR, 
ORANGE, ORCHARD, ORDER 
1840 DATA ORE,ORGAN,OTHER,OTHER 
WISE, OUCH, OUGfl'r, OUR, OURS, OUR 
SEJ.VES,OUT,OUTDOORS,OUTFIT,O 
U'l' LAW , OUT [,I NE, OU'l'S IDE : DATA 
OlJ'l'WARD, OVJt~N , OVER, OVERALLS, 
OV EHCOA'l', OVERHEA 1', OVERHEAD, 0 
Vlt~HHEAR, OVERN I GH'l', OV Jo~R'l'ORN, 0 
WE,OWING,OWl.,OWN 
18!>0 IJA'l'A OWNER,OX,PA,PACE,PACK 
,PACKAGE,PAD,PAGE,PAID,PAIL, 
PAIN, PAINFlJI,, PAINT, PAINTER, P 
AINTJ.NG, PAIR, PAl., PALAGE: DATA 
PAI~,PAN,PANCAKE,PANE,PANSY 
,PANTS,PAPA,PAPER,PARADE,PAR 
DON,PARENT, PARK, PART, PARTLY, 
PAR'l'NER, PARTY, PASS 
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1 BoO J>A'l'A PASBENOER, PASH, PAS'l'Jo~. 
PAS'fURE, l'A'P, PAT<!H, PA'l'H, PA'I''l'E 
H, PAVE, PAVEMJo~N'f, PAW, PAY, PAYM 
Jt~N'l', PgA, PEAS, PEACE, PEAGEFliL: 
J)A'l'A P.f!:AGH,PEAGHES,PEAK,PE 
ANU'f, PEAR, Pl!~AR[,, PI<~CK, PEEK, PE 
1!:1,, PJo~Jo~P, PEG, PEN, PJo~Nt!H,, PENNY 
, PIWPLE, PEPPER, PEPPERMIN'I' 
.1 fl'lO llA'J'A I'EIWLJME, PERHAPH, PEm;o 
N, Pli~~l', PHONE, PIANO, PH:K, PlCKl, 
Jo~, IJI CNI G, PI C'l'URE, PIE, P IEGF., P 
IU, PIGEON, PIGGY, Pli."F., PII.l,: DATA 
PlLI.OW, PIN, PINE, PlNJo~APPLE,P 
lNK,PINT,i:'li:'.f!:,PISTOL,PJT,PIT 
CII, PlTGHER, Pl'J'Y, PJ.At:Jt;, PLAIN, 
f'J,AN, PLANE. Pl.AN'l' 
1 RBO DA'l'A PJ.A1'ft~, PJ,ATFOHM, PJ,A'fTii~ 
H, PLAY, PLAY~:l~, PLAYUHOlJND, PLA 
YHOIJ~fi~, Pl. A YMA'm, PI,AYTHJ NG, PI, 
l!:ASAN'l', PI ,EM>E, P[,Ji~ASIJRl<~, PI.EN'l' 
Y: nATA PLOW,PI.UG,PLUM,POCK 
Ji:'J' ,I'OCKF.TBOOK, l'OJ<;M, J>OIN1', POl 
BON, POKit~, J>OLI!:, POLICJ~, POJ.lGEM 
AN, POJ,ISH, POI.ITE, POND, PONIES 
1890 IJATA PONY,POOJ~,POOH,POP,PO 
PGOHN,POPPED,POHGII,PORK,POSS 
IRI.E, POST, POS'I'AGE, POS1'MAN,PO 
'l', PO'l'A'l'O, P01'A'l'OES, I>oUND: DATA 
POUR,POWDER,POWER,POWERFUL, 
PRAISE, PRAY, PRAYER, PREPARE, P 
REBENT, PRET'fY, PRICE, PRICK, PR 
INt:E, PRIN(.."EbS, PRINT 
1900 DATA PRISON,PRIZE,PROMISE, 
l'ROPJt:R, PROTEC'l', PROUD, PROVE, P 
HUNE, PlffiJ,JC, PUDDLE, PUFF, PULl, 
,PUMP,PUMPKIN,PUNCH,PUNISH,P 
IJP: DATA P!JPIL,PUPPY,PURE,P 
UHPLE,PURSE,PUSH,PUSS,PUSSY, 
PUSSYCAT, PU'f, PUTTING, PUZZLE, 
QUA<!K, QUART, QUAR'fER, QUEEN 
1910 DA1'A QUEER,QUESTION,QUICK, 
(JU.I.UKI.Y, QUIE'l' ,QUILT ,QUI'f, QUI 
'l'E, RABBIT, RACE, RACK, RADIO, RA 
UISH, HAG, RAIL, RAU,ROAD: DATA 
RAII.WAY,RAIN,RAINY,RAINBOW, 
RAISE, RAISIN, RAKE, RAM, RAN, RA 
NCB, RANG, RAP, RAPIDLY, RAT, RAT 
E, RA 'l'HER, RATTLE 
1020 DATA RAW,RAY,REACB,READ,RE 
ADER,READING,READY,REAL,REAL 
I.Y, REAP, REAR, REASON, REBUILD, 
RECEIVE, REG'ESS, RECORD, RED: DATA 
REDBIRD,REDBRF~ST,REFUSE,RE 
lNDEF.R, REJOICE, REMAIN, REMEMB 
ER,HEMIND,REMOVE,RENT,REPAIR 
,REPAY,REPEAT,REPORT 
1 ~~U DATA REST, RET\JRN, REVH:W, RE 
W.AkD,HIH,RlBBON,RICE,RICH,RI 




OHI~, ROB TN , ROCK, ROCKY, ROCKET, 
HODE, HOL J,, ROI..J .E.R 
1940 lJI\'rA ROOF,ROOM,ROOSTER,ROO 
'L', ROPE, ROSE, UOSEBUD, ROT, ROT1' 
EN,f{OlJGH,ROUN.D,ROUTE,ROW,ROW 
BOA.'r, ROYAL, UUB, RUBBED, RUBBER 
: I>A'l'A RUBBISH, RU(;, RUI.Jt~, R£JL 
F.R,RUMHI.E,RUN,RlJNG,HUNNER,HU 
NNJ NG, RUSH, RlJS'l', RUSTY, RYJo:, SA 
CK,SAD,SADI>I.E,SADNESS,SAFE 
19bt> flA'l'A SAli'Jt~TY, SAID, SAH,, SAIJ, 
BOAT, SAl WR, SAINT, SAl.AD, SA I.E 
, SAI.'f, SAME, SAND, SANDY, SANJ)W 1 
<:H,SANG,SANK, SAP,SASH,SI\'1' ,SA 
TIN: DATA SA'l'lSio'ACTORY,SATU 
HDAY,SAUSAGE,SI\VAGE,SAVE,SAV 
I NGS, SAW, SAY, SCAB, SCAI,Jt~S, SCA 
ID~, SGARF, SCUOOL, SCHOOl. BOY 
1060 l>A'l'A HCH<Xll.lJOlJSJo~, SGI:IOOI,MAS 
Tfi~H, SCHOOLROOM, SCORCH, SCORE, 
SGHAP ,l>CRAPE, SCRATCH, SCREEM, 
SCREEN,SCREW,SGRUD,SEA,SEAL: 
fJA 1' A Sio:AM, SEARCH, SEASON, SE 
A'l', SE<'.OND, SECRET, SEE, SEEING, 
BEEn, SJo~EK, SJo:Jt:M, SEEN, SEESAW, S 
Jt:I.EGT, SELF, SEl.Fl SH, SELL, SEND 
1910 DATA SENSE,SENT,SENTENGE,H 
E:PARA1'E .SEPTEMBER, SERVANT, SE 
HVK,SEHVICF.,SET,SF.TTJNG,SF.TT 
I.E, Sl!:'rTl.EMENT, SEVEN, SEVENTEE 
N: DATA SF.VENTH,SEVENTY,SEV 
Jt~H.Al,, SEW, SHADE, SHADOW, SHADY, 
SHAKE, SHAKER, SHAKING, SHALl,, S 
HAME, SHAN'r, SHAPJt~, SHARE, SHARP 
1980 J)ATA SHAVE,SHE,SHED,SHELr., 
SHES,SHEAR,SHEARS,SHEO,SHF~P 
, SHimT, SHfU,F, SHELl,, SHEPHERD, 
SlllNE,SHlNING,SHINY,SHIP: DATA 
SII.IRT,SHOCK,SHOE,SHOEMAKER, 
SHON.E, SHOOK, SHOOT, SHOP, SHOPP 
I NG, SHORE, SHORT, SHOT, SHOUI.D, 
SHOULDER,SHOULDNT,SHOUT 
1990 DATA SHOVEL,SHOW,SHOWER,SH 
U'l', SHY, SICK, SICKNESS, SIDE, SI 






~000 DATA SIXTH,SIXTY,HIZE SKAT 
.. ~.HKATER, BKI, SKIN, SKIP, SKIRT 
, EKY, St:,AM, BI.AP, SLATE, SI,AVE, S 
I,JW, Sf,El!~P., Sl.EEP.Y, SI,E.'EVE, SI.El 
GH: DATA Sf.EPT,SJ.ICJo~,SLil),S 
(,JIJJi~, SLJNG, SI.IP, SLIPPER, Sf,JP 
PERY, BI.l T, SLOW, SLOWT,Y, SLY, SH 
AeL<, SMAl.L, SMAR'l', SHE(,[,, SMI I.E 
BMOKE ' 
2010 nATA SMOOTH, SNAIJ., SNAKE, SN 
AP,SNAPPING,SNEEZE,SNOW,SNOW 
Y, SNOWBALL, SNOWFI.AKE , SNUFl~ S 
NlJG,SO,SOAK,SOAP,SOH,SOCKS:s 
OD: DATA BODA,SO.fo'A ,SOFT, SOl 
J,,SOlrD,SOLDIER,SOl.EISOME SOH 
ERODY, SOMlt~HOW, SOMEONE, som~TH 
1 NG, SOME'l' IME, SUOE'l' IHES 1 SOMEW 
Hlt~Rii~ 
2020 DATA SON,SONG,SOON,SORE,SO 
RROW, SORRY, SOR1', SOUL, SOUND, S 
OlH' 1 SOUR, SOUTH, SOOTH.Jo~RN SPAC 
}i;, SPADE,SPANK, SPAUROW. SPJo:AK: 
DATA SPF.AKEH,SPEAR,SPEECH 
SPEED, SP.I<:LL, SPELI.l N<;, SPEND, S 
PF.N'f, SPIDER, SPIK.fo~, SPH,f,, SPIN 
, SPINACH, lWlRI'l', Bl'l'l', SPLASH 




L: DATA STABLE,STACK,STAGE, 
S'l'AIR, STAI.I •• STAND, STAMP, STAR 
, S'I'ARE, S'fART, STARVE, STATE, ST 
ATES,STATION,STAY,STEAK,STEA 
L,STEAM 
2040 1)1\TA STJo;AMBOAT, STEAMER, STE 
Ji:L, S'l'F..EP, STEEPLE, S1'EF..R, STEM, 
S'l'l!:P, STEPPING, STICK, STICKY, S 
'rU'F, STif~L, S'l'ILLHESS, S'l'ING, S 
TIR: DATA STITCH,STOCK,STOC 
KING, STOLE, S'L'ONE, STOOD, STOOL 
,STOOP,STOP,STOPPED,STOPPING 
, S'fORE, STORK, STOUIES, STORM, S 
TORMY 
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20h0 DATA STORY,STOVE,STRAIGHT, 






,SUMMER, SUN, SUNDAY 
2060 DATA SUNFLOWER,SONG,SUNK,S 
UNLIGHT,SUNNY,SUNRISE,SUNSET 
, SUNSUINE, SUPPJt:R, SUPPOSE, SUR 
E, SURii:£.Y, SURF AGE, SURPRISE: DATA 
BWAJ ,J,OW, SWAM, SWAMP, SWAN, SWA 
T,BWEAR,SWEAT,SWEATER,SWEEP, 
SWEET,SWEETNESS,SWERTHEART,S 
WEI,{,, SWEPT, SWIFT, SWIM 
................ :...•.· •...• -· ., "' ,.,.:, .• ;,,.,,..;..t •..••.••.. - -· .................... --~---- ........ ' :.·.~ ~--·-- ~--·-· •.. 
20'/0 JJA'l'A SWlHHfNGISWING,SWI'l'GH 
, swoRn~ swom; I 'L'ABr.'l!:, 'l'ABr.EeLOT 
II, TA BLJo~SJ>OON 1 'f ABJ,E'l', TACK, TAG 
,1.'AlL, 'rAlLOH, 'l'AKE, 'fAKEN, 'rAKI 
NG: DATA TALE, 'fALK, TALKER, T 
Al.L, TAME, 1l'AN, TANK, TAP, TAPE, T 
AR, 'l' ARD'l, 1' ASK, T AS'l'E, TAUGH'f, T 
AX , 'l'Jt;A, 'l'EA<~H , TEACHKR , TEAM, 'l'E 
AR 
2080 DA'l'A 'fJo~ASJo~, TRASPOON, TEE'fH, 
TJo~LEPHONE, 'fiU~I,, TEMPER, 'fi!~N, TE 
NNIS, TENT, TERM, TERRIBI.E, TEST 
,THAN,THANK,THANKS,THANKFUL: 
DATA 'l'HANKSG IV I NG, TRAT, THA 
'I'S, THE, THEA'L'Jo~R, 'I'BEE, 'l'HEIR, 'fH 
F.M, TUlt:N, 'fHERE, THESE, THEY, Tfflt: 
YD, 'fHEYl.L, 'l'HEYRE, THEYVE, THIC 
K 
:?.OBO IJA'l'A THIEF, THIMBLE, 'l'HIN, TH 
JNG, THINK, THIIW, THIRS'fY, 'fHIR 
TEJ<~N, TUIHT'l, 'l'HIS, THO, THORN, T 
HOSJI;, THOUGH, 'l'HOUGHT, THOUSAND 
: DATA THR.Jt~An, THREE, THREW, T 
IIHOA'l', THRONE, TEffiOU<m, TIIROW, 'f 
HHOWN, 'l'HIJHB, THUNDER, THURSDAY 
, 1rHY, TICK, T lCKE1', TICKLE, TlE, 
TWEH 
21.00 DATA TIGHT, TILl,, TIME, TIN, T 
INKLl!:, 'l'INY', TIP, 'l'IP'l'OE, TIRE, 'I' 
IRED, 'I' IS, Tl TLE, TO, TOAD, 'l'OAllS 
TOOL, 'l'OAS'l', TOBACCO, TODAY, TOJo~ 
: DA 'l'A TOOI~THKR, TOILET, 'l'OI,U 
, 'l'OMA 'l'O, 'l'OMORROW, TON , 'l'ONE , '110 
NGIJE,TONIGHT.TOO,TOOK,TOOL,T 
00'1', TOOTH, TOOTHBRUSH, 'l'OOTHPI 
CK 
211 0 DATA 'fOP, TORE, TORN, TOSS, TO 
UGH, 'l'OW, TOWARD, 'l'OWARDS, TOWE£, 
, 'fOWER, 'I'OWN, 'l'OY, TRACE, TRACK, 
TRADE,TRAIN,TRAHP,TRAP,TRAY: 
JJATA TREASURE, TREAT, TREJo~, T 
lUCK, 'l'HJCYCLE, TRIED, TRIM, TRI 
P, 'l'ROLLEY, TROUBLE, TRUCK, TRUE 
, 'l'RlJLY, TRUNK, TRUST, TRUTH, TRY 
,·ruB 
2120 IJATA TUESDAY,TUG,TUI.IP,TUM 
BlE,TUNE,TUNNEL,TURKEY,TURN, 
TURTLI~, TWELVE, TWENTY, TWICE, T 
. WIG, TWIN, TWO, UGI,Y, UMBRELI.A: DA'l'A 
UNGJ,E , UNDER, UNDERSTAND, UNDE 
HWl!!AR, UNDRESS, UNFAIR, UNFINIS 
BED, UNFOJ,D, UNFRIENDLY, UNHA.PP 
Y,UNHURT,UNIFORM,UNITED 
2130 DA'l'A UNKIND,UNKNOWN,UNI.Jt~SS 
, UNPI,EASANT, UNTIL, UNWJI,LING, 
UP,UPON,UPPER,UPSET,UPSIDE,U 
PST AIRS, UP'l'OWN, UPWARD, US, USE 
: IJATA USED,USEFUL,VALENTIN 
E,VALLEY,VALUABLE,VALUE,VASE 
, VJo~UETABI,E, VELVET, VERY, VESSlt~ 
f., VICTORY, VIEW, VI LI ... AGE, VINE 
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:1.140 IJA'l'A V lOJ.RT, VISIT, V l SI'I'OH, 
VOl<: ... ~, VO'l'E, WAG, WAGON, WAIS'l'. W 
A l 'f, WAK!t~, WAKEN, WALK, WAJ.I,, WAI, 
Nll'l', WAN'f, WAR, WARM, WARN, WAS: DA'I'A 
WASH, WA..t>Him, WASHTUB, WASN't', W 
AS'fE, WA'l'Cfl, WA'l'CHMAN, WATER, WA 
1l'lt:RHI!:LON, WATERPROOF, WAVE, WAX 
,WAY,WAYSIDE,WE,WEAK 
21 !>0 lWl' A WEAKNESS, WEAKJ~N, Wlt~AJ, T 
H, WI!!APON, ~:AR, WEARY, WEA 'l'HER, 
Wlt~AVE, Wlt~B, WED, WEDDING, WJWN.lt~B 
{)A Y, WEE, W.I!:ED, WEEK, WEI,L, WEEP: 
J>AT ~ WEIGH, WELCOME, WE£,[,, WE 
N'J', W.I!:RE, WES'l', WES'l'ERN, WE'l', WEV 
J~ , WHAI.E, WHAT , WHATS, WHEAT, WHE 
El., WHEN, WHENEVER, WHERE, WHICH 
2160 DATA WHJ Ll.t~, WHIP, WHIPPJm, WH 
IHL, WHISKY, WHISJ.>ER, WHIS'l'LE, W 
Hl Tl~, WHO, Wf10D, WOI.E, WHOI.E, WHO 
M, WHOS, WHOSE, WHY, WICKED: DA'I'A 
WillE, WIFE, WIGGLE, WI J.J), WJI.IJC 
A'f, WIU., WILl,JNG, Wll,LOW, WIND, 
WJ NI>'l, WIN, WINDMIJ,J,, WINDOW, WI 
N~,WlNG,WINK,WINNER 
~ 1 '10 ))A 'I' A WIN'l'F.R, WIPJt~, WIRE, WISJt~ 







2180 DATA WOULD, WOUI.DNT, WOUND, 
WOVE,WRAP,WRAPPED,WRECK,WREN 
,WRTNG,WRITE,WRITING,WRITTEN 
, WHOtm, WROTE, WRUNG, Y Alm, YAUN 





~190 I>ATA YOU'fH, YOUVE 
2200 RP = RQ I S9 
2210 IF RP < .1 'fHEN RX = 1: RETURN 
2220 IF RP < .5 THEN RX. :: 2: RETURN 
22:10 IF RP < .8 THEN RX. :: 3: RETURN 
2240 IF RP < 1.3 THEN RX = 4: RETURN 
22!>0 U' RP < 1.8 THEN RX = 5: RETURN 
2260 IF RP < 2.4 THEN HX = 6: RETURN 
22'/0 lF RP < 3.0 THEN RX = 7: RETURN 
2280 IF RP < 4.5 THEN RX = 9: RETURN 
68 
:J.~HO lli' UP < 3. ·i 'l'HEN RX = 8: RETURN ~:-Hw 11!' HP < 1..8 THEN HX = h: Rlt;'l'IJ RN 
2300 lF RP < b.3 TID~N RX = 10: RE'l'URN 2400 1F HP < 2.4 'rHEN RX: - 6: RJt:TIJRN 
2310 IF' HP < 6.2 THEN RX = 11: RETURN 2410 lli' RP < 3.0 'l'HF;N RX = 7: RETURN 
2320 llt' RP < 7.2 THEN RX :: 12: RETURN 2420 .II~ HP < 4.!> THEN RX = 9: RETURN 
2330 IF RP > 7.2 THEN RX = 13: RETURN 2430 IF' UP < 3.7 'l'Ill!:N nx = 8: RI!~TURN 
2340 RP - RT I s 2440 IF RP ( 5.3 THJ:o:N RX = 10: RJt~TURN 
23!>0 11•' RP < .l THEN RX = 1: m;'WRN 
24!>0 IF RP ( 6. 2 THEN RX = ll: RE'l'URN 
2360 lF HP ( .b 'l'HEN RX = 2: RETURN 
2460 U' RP ( 7.2 'l'HEN RX ::: 12: RETURN 
23'/(1 H' RP < .8 THEN RX = 3: RE'fUHN 
24'/0 lF.' HP > 7.2 THEN H.X = 13: Rio~ TURN 
2:~80 IF RP ( 1.3 THEN RX ::: 4: RETURN 
Fry Graph 
This program generates the Fry graph and dumps the 
graphics and headings to the printer through printer 
interface card commands. 
10 D$:: CHR$ (4): REM CTRL-D 
20 l~RINT D$; "OPEN FRY DATA" 
30 PRINT D$; "READ ~'R'f DATA" 
40 INPU1' Q7 
flO INPUT QB 
60 PRINT D$; "CLOSE FRY DATA" 
70 HGR 
80 l!COJ .. OR= 2 
90 FOR Ill = 0 TO 256 STEP 8 
100 IIPl.OT H1,0 TO H1,144 
110 NEXT Ill 
120 FOR H2 = 0 TO 144 STEP 6 
130 HPI.OT 0, H2 TO 256, H2 
140 NEXT H2 
1 bO H<X)J..OR= 3 
160 HPI.OT 16,30 TO 84,6 
170 HPLOT 16,48 1.'0 88,18 
180 UPLO'f 24, 60 TO 96, 30 
190 HPLOT 24,72 TO 112,36 
200 HPLOT 40,78 'fO 112,44 
210· HPI.OT 66,99 TO 118,52 
220 HPI.OT 86,118 TO 162,64 
230 HPL.OT 112,126 TO 170,70 
240 HPLOT 144,132 TO 184,82 
250 HPLOT 160, 144 TO 200, 90 
260 UPI.OT 182,144 TO 216,90 
270 UPLOT 208,144 TO 228,96 
280 X9 = INT ((Q7 - 108) * 4.125 
) 
290 xa = 150 
300 DATA 3.6,3.7,3.8,4.0,4.2,4. 
3,4.5,4.8,5.0,5.3,5.5,5.8,6. 
3,6.7,7.1,7.5,8.3,9.2 
310 DATA 1 0 . 0 , 11 . l , 12 . 5 , 14 . 3 , 16 
.7,20.0,25.0 
320 DIM Z6(25) 
330 FOR Z7 = 1 TO 25 
340 READ Z6(Z7) 
350 IF QB < = Z6(Z7) THEN 380 
360 X8 = X8 - 6 
3'/0 NEXT Z7 
380 HCOLOR= 3 
390 Ml = 1 
400 FOR M = 1 TO 9 
410 HPI.OT X9 - 8,X8 + M1 TO X9,X 
8 + Ml 
420 Ml = Ml - 1 
430 NEXT M 
440 PRIN'f D$; "PR#l" 
450 PRIN'l' CHR$ ( 9) ; "G" 
460 PRINT D$; "PR#O" 
4 70 INPUT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONT 
lNUE" ;Rl$ 
480 CLEAR 
490 D$ = CHR$ (4) 
500 HOME 
510 VTAB ,(2): HTAB (1): PRINT "1 .. 
520 ~TAB ( 4): HTAB (1): PRINT "2 
530 !1'AB ( 5): H'J'AB ( 1): PRINT "3 
540 ~'J'AB (6): HTAB (2): PRINT "4 
!>bO !'fAB ('I): HTAB (3): PRINT "5 
560 VTAB (8): HTAB (6): PRINT "6 .. 
!>'/0 VTAB (9): HTAB (11): PRINT" .. , .. 
!>80 YTAB (10): HTAB (16): PRINT ··a .. 
!>90 Y'l'AB ( 11): HTAB ( 19): PRINT 
••gu 
600 V1'AB (12): HTAB (22): PRINT 
"10" 
610 VTAB (12): HTAB (26): PRINT 
"ll" 
620 VTAB (12): HTAB (29): PRINT 
"12" 
630 YTAB (1~): HTAB (33): PRINT 
"C!OI.LJt;GE" 
640 PRINT : PRINT D$;"PR#1" 
Composite 
f>bO PRINT <!HR$ (9); "S" 
660 PRINT D$;"PR#O" 
69 
670 TEXT : HOME : CLEAR :D$ : CHR$ 
(4) 
680 PRINT : PRINT "*** CHOICES * 
**" 
690 PRIN'l' : PRINT "1. INPUT MORE 
TEX.T": PRINT "2. READ EX.PLA 
NATIONS": PRINT "3. READ PRO 
GRAM REMARKS": PRINT "4. RUN 
HELLO PROGRAM": PRINT "5 S 
I!~E A COMPOSITE GRAPH": PRiNT 
"6. QUIT" 
'100 PRINT : INPUT "SELEGT ONE == 
> ";EE 
710 IF EE = 1 THEN PRINT D$;"RU 
N S'fYI.E" 
720 IF EE = 2 THEN GOTO 670 
'130 IF El<~ = 3 'l'HEN GO'l'O 670 
740 IF EE = 4 THEN l'RINT D$; "RU 
N HEI.LO" 
750 lJt' Jt;E = 5 THEN PRINT D$; "RU 
N COMPOSITE" 
760 IF ~E = 6 THEN END 
'1'10 GOTO 670 
This program generates the composite graph and dumps 
the graphics and headings to the printer through printer 
interface card commands 
10 D$ : CHR$ (4) 
20 PRINT D$; "OPEN COMPOSITE DATA .. 
30 PRINT D$; "READ COMPOSITE DATA .. 
40 INPUT T2 
bO INPUT R9 
60 INPUT EB 
70 INPU'l' E4 
80 INPUT E6 
90 INPUT G9 
100 INPUT H2 
110 INPUT Q7 
120 INPUT QB 
130 INPUT H4 
140 INPUT RX 
150 PRINT D$;"CLOSE COMPOSITE DA 
TA" 
160 HGR 
170 HCOLOR= 3 
180 HPLOT 0,0 TO 264,0 
1.90 HPLOT 26-4,0 TO 264,150 
200 HPLOT 264,150 TO 0,150 
210 HPLOT 0,150 TO 0,0 
220 FOR V = 80''1'0 250 STEP 14 
230 liPI.OT V,O TO V,150 
240 NEXT V 
2b0 VTAB (2): EITAB (2) 
260 REM DALE CHALL ROUTINE 
2'/0 y = 8 
280 IF T2 < 4.99 THEN X = 80:X1 = 
136: GOSUB 2450: GOTO 350 
290 IF T2 < b.99 THEN X = 136:X1 
= 164: GOSUB 2450: GOTO 350 
300 I.F T2 < 6.99 THEN X = 164:Xl 
= 192: GOSUB 2450: GOTO 350 
310 IF T2 < '1. 99 THEN X = 192: X1 
= 220: GOSUB 24b0: GOTO 350 
320 lJi' T2 < 8.99 THEN X = 220:X1 
= 248: GOSUB 24!>0: GOTO 350 
330 IF T2 < 9.99 THEN X = 248:Xt 
= 260: GOSUB 2450: G01'0 350 
340 IF T2 > 10 THEN X = 260:X1 = 
270: GOSUH 2450 
350 REM FOG ROUTINE 
360 R = R9 - 1 
370 A = B * 14 + 80 
380 X = A - 7:X1 = A + 7 
390 y = 121 
400 GOSUB 2450 
410 REM POWERS ROUTINE 
420 B = E4 - 1 
430 A = B * 14 + 80 
440 X = A - 7:X1 = A + 7 
450 y = 79 
460 GOSUB 2450 
470 ·REM HOU1QUIST ROU1'INE 
480 B = E6 - 1 
490 A = B * 14 + 80 
bOO X = A - 7:Xl = A + 7 
!>10 y = 23 
!>20 C'..OSUB 2450 
530 REM ARI ROUTINE 
MO B = G9- l 
550 A = B * 14 + 80 
b60 X = A - 7:X1 = A + 7 
!>70 y = 37 
580 GOSUB 2450 
590 REM RIX ROUTINE 
600 B = RX 
610 A = B * 14 + 80 
620 X = A - 7:Xl = A + 7 
630 y = 135 
640 GOSUB 2450 
650 REM KINCAID ROUTINE 
, 660 B = M2 
670 A = B * 14 + 80 
680 X = A - 7:X1 = A + 7 
690 y = 65 
700 GOSUB 2450 
710 REM COLEMAN ROUTINE 
720 B = M4 - 1 
730 A = B * 14 + 80 
~40 X = A - 7:Xl =A+ 7 
'lbO Y = 107 
'/tiO GOSUB 2450 
70 
'1'10 IF Q'7 < 108 THEN Q6 = 1: GOTO 
2330 
780 IF Q7 < 110 THEN 1090 
'1!10 Hi' Q7 < 112 THEN 1120 
800 IF Q7 < 114 THEN 1150 
810 H' Q'l < 116 'I'HEN 1180 
820 IF Q7 < 118 THEN 1210 
830 I J.t' Q7 < 120 'I'HEN 1240 
840 lF Q7 < 122 'l'HEN 12'10 
Bf>O 1 F Q7 < 124 'I'HEN 1300 
860 IF Q7 < 126 THEN 1330 
870 lit' Q7 < 128 'I'HEN 1360 
880 II!' Q7 < 130 'l'HEN 1390 
890 1 F Q7 < 1 32 'I'HEN 1420 
900 Jlt' Q7 < 134 THEN 1450 
910 IF Q7 < 136 'I'HEN 1480 
920 IF Q7 < 138 THEN 1510 
930 1Jo' Q7 < 140 'l'liEN 1540 
940 IF Q7 < 142 THEN 1670 
9!'>0 IF Q7 < 144 'I'HEN 1600 
g60 IF Q7 < 146 THEN 1630 
9'10 IF Q7 < 148 'I'HEN 1660 
980 lF Q7 < 150 'I'~;N 1690 
990 IF Q7 < 152 'I'HEN 1720 
1000 IF Q7 < 164 THEN 1750 
1010 IF Q'l < 166 'l'HEN l780 
1020 IF Q7 < 158 THEN 1810 
1030 IF Q7 < 160 'I'BEN 1840 
1040 IF Q7 < 162 THEN 1870 
10!>0 IF Q7 < 164 'l'UEN 1900 
1060 lJt' Q7 < 166 'fHEN 1930 
l 070 1 F Q'l < 168 THI•.;N 1960 
1080 HOTO 1990 
1090 07 = 3.7:06 = 5:05 = 5.!'>:04 = 
6.3 
1100 03 = 7.6:02 = 10:01 = 14.3:0 = 25 
1110 GO'l'O 2060 
1120 07 = 3.8:06 = 6.1:05 = 5.8:0 
4 = 6.7 
1130 03 = 7.5:02 = 10:01 = 14.3:0 
= 25 
1140 GOTO 2060 
1l50 07 = 4:06 = 5. 3:05 = 5. 8:04 = 
6.7 
1160 03 = 8.3:02 = 11.1:01 = 16.7 
:0 = 25 
1170 GOTO 2060 
1180 07 = 4: 06 = 5. 5: 05 = 6. 3: 04 = 
6.7 
1190 03 = 8.3:02 = 11.1:01 = 16.7 
:0 = 25 
1200 GOTO 2060 
1210 0'1 = 4. 2:06 = b. 5: 0!) = 6. 3: (J 
4 = 7.1 
1220 03 = 9.2:02 = 12.5:01 = 20:0 
= 25 
1230 GOTO 2060 
1~40 08 = 3.6:07 = 4.3:06 = 5.8:0 
5 = 6.7 
12&0 04 = 7.5:03 = 10:02 = 12.b:O 
1 = 20:0 = 25 
1260 GOTO 2050 
12'10 08 = 3.6:07 = 4.5:06 = 5.8:0 
5 = 6.7:04 = 7~5 
1280 03 = 10:02 = 14.3:01 = 20:0 = 
25 
12!10 GO'l'O 2050 
1300 08 = 3.7:07 = 4.8:06 = 6.3:0 
5 = 7.1:04 = 8.3 
1310 03 = 11.1:02 = 14.3:01 = 20: 
0 = 25 
1320 GOTO 2050 
1330 08 = 3.8:07 = 5:06 = 6.7:0~ = 
7.1:04 = 8.3 
1340 03 = 11.1:02 = 14.3:01 = 20: 
0 = 25 
l 3!10 GO'I'O 20!>0 
1360 08 = 3.8:07 = 5.3:06 = 6.7:0 
5 = 7.5:04 = 8.3 
1370 03 = 12.5:02 = 16.7:01 = 20: 
0 = 25 
1380 GOTO 2050 
1390 08 = 4:07 = 6.5:06 = 7.1:05 = 
8.3:04 = 9.2 
1400 03 = 12.5:02 = 16.7:01 = 20: 
0 = 25 
1410 GOTO 2050 
1420 08 = 4.3:07 = 5.8:06 = 7.5:0 
!) = 8.3:04 = 10 
1430 03 = 14.3:02 = 20:01 = 25 
1440 GOTO 2050 
1450 09 = 3.7:08 = 4.5:07 = 6.3:0 
6 = 7.5 
1460 05 = 9.2:04 = 11.1:03 = 14.3 
:02 = 20 
1470 GOTO 2040 
1480 09 = 3.8:08 = 4.8:07 = 6.7:0 
6 = 7.5 
1490 05 = 9.2:04 = 12.5:03 = 14.3 
:02 = 20 
1b00 GOTO 2040 
1510 09 = 4:08 = 6:07 = 7.1:06 = 
8 . .3 
1b20 05 = 10:04 = 12.5:03 = 16.7: 
02 = 20 
1530 GOTO 2040 
l540 09 = 4.2:08 = 5.3:07 = 7.5:0 
6 = 9.2 
1650 05 = 10:04 = 12.6:03 = 20 
1b60 GOTO 2040 
1b70 09 = 4.3:08 = 5.5:07 = 8.3:0 
6 :: 10 
1h80 Ob = 11.1:04 = 14.3:0~:: 20 
lh90 HOTO 2040 
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1600 09 = 4.8:08 = 5.8:07 = 9.2:0 
6 = 10 
1610 05 = 11.1:04 = 14.3:03 = 20 
1620 00'1'0 2040 
1630 p = 3.8:09 = 5:08 = 6.3:07 = 
10 
1640 06 = 11.1:05 = 14.3:04 = 16. 
7:03 = 20 
1650 GOTO 2030 
1660 p = 4;09 = 5.3:08 = 6.7:07 = 
11.1 
1R70 os = 12:05 = 12:04 = 20 
168{) ("..01'0 2030 
1~90 p = 4.3:09 = 5.5:08 = 7.1:07 = 12.5 
1700 06 = 13.4:05 = 14.3:04 = 20 
1710 OOTO 2030 
1720 Pl = 3.8:P = 4.8:09 = 6.3:08 
::: '1. !> 
1730 07 = 12.b:06 = 14.3:05 = 16. 
7:04 = 20 
1'/40 GOTO 2020 
1750 Pl = 4.2:P = 5.3:09 = 16.7:0 
8 = 8.5 
1760 07 = 14.3:06 = 15:05 = 16.7: 
04 = 20 
1770 GOTO 2020 
1780 Pl = 4.5:P = 5.5:09 = 7.1:08 = 8.3 
1790 07 = 14.3:06 = 16.7:05 = 20 
1800 GOTO 2020 
1810 P2 = 4:P1 = 5:P = 6.3:09 ::: 9 
.2 
1820 08 = 10:07 = 16.7:06 = 20 
1830 GOTO 2010 
1840 P2 = 4.3:P1 ::: 6.3:P = 7.1:09 = 9.2 
1850 08 = 10:07 = 20 
1860 GOTO 2010 
1870 P2 = 4.8:P1 = 5.8:P = 7.5:09 = 10 
1880 08 ::: 12.5:07 = 20 
1890 oo·ro 2010 
1900 P3 = 4:P2 = 5.3:Pt = 6.7:P = 
9.2 
1910 09 = 11.1:08 = 12.5:07 = 20 
1920 GOTO 2000 
1930 P3 = 4.6:P2 = 5.8:P1 = 7.5:P 
= 11.1 
1940 09 = 12.5:08 = 14 . .3:07 = 20 
1950 GOTO 2000 
1960 P3 = 5.3:P2 = 6.7:P1 = 9.2:P 
= 14.3 
1970 09 = 16.7:08 = 20 
1980 GOTO 2000 
1990 P3 = 6.3:P2 = 8.3:Pl = 12.5: 
p = 25 
2000 IF QB < = P3 THEN 2140 
2010 Jli' QB < 
2020 lF QB < 
2030 IF QB < 
2040 IF QB < 
20!>0 IF QB < 
2060 IF Q8 < 
20'/o n· Qs < 
2080 IF Q8 < 
2090 l I!' QB < 
2100 IF QB < 
2110 IIi' Q8 < 
2120 IF Q8 < 
213d IF QB < 
2330 
= P2 THEN 2150 
= P1 THEN 2160 
= P THEN 2170 
= 09 THEN 2180 
= 08 THEN 2190 
= 07 THEN 2200 
= 06 THEN 2210 
= 05 THEN 2220 
= 04 THEN 2230 
= 03 THEN 2240 
= 02 TBEN 2250 
= 01 THJ!~N 2260 
= 0 THEN Q6 = 1 : 
2140 Q6 = 13: GOTO 2270 
2lb0 Q6 = 12: GOTO 2270 
2160 Q6 = 11: GOTO 2270 
2170 Q6 = 10: GOTO 2270 
2180 Q6 = 9: GOTO 2270 
2190 Q6 = 8: GOTO 2270 
2200 Q6 = 7: GOTO 2270 
2210 Q6 = 6: GOTO 2270 
2220 Q6 = 6: GOTO 2270 
2230 Q6 = 4: GOTO 2270 
2240 Q6 = 3: GOTO 2270 
2250 Q6 = 2: GOTO 2270 
2260 Q6 = 1: GOTO 2270 
22'/0 REH l!"'RY ROUTINE 
2280 B = Q6 
2290 A = B * 14 + 80 
2300 X = A - 7:Xl = A + 7 
2310 y = 93 
2320 GOSUB 2450 
2330 REM FLESCH ROUTINE 
2340 y = 51 
GOTO 
2350 IF E8 > 100 THEN X = 80:X1 = 
122: GOSUB 2450: GOTO 2430 
2360 lF E8 > 90 THEN X = 122:Xl = 
136: GOSUB 2450: GOTO 2430 
2370 IF E8 > 80 THEN X = l36:X1 = 
lbO: GOSUB 2450: GOTO 2430 
2380 TF E8 > 70 THEN X = 150:X1 = 
164: HOSUB 2450: GOTO 2430 
2390 IF E8 > 60 THEN X = 164:X1 = 
192: GOSUB 2450: GOTO 2430 
2400 IF Jt~8 > 60 THKN X = 192:Xt = 
220: GOSUB 24!>0: GOTO 2430 
2410 IF Jt~B > 30 THEN X = 248:Xl = 
260: GOSUB 2450: GOTO 2430 
2420 IF E8 < 30 THEN X = 248:X1 = 
260: GOSUB 2450 
2430 GOSUB 2520: END 
2440 X = 270:Xt = 279 
2450 IF X > 280 THEN 2440 
2460 IF Xl > 280 THEN 2440 
2470 FOR Y2 = 1 'fO 6 
2480 HPJ.OT X, Y TO Xl, Y 
2490 y = y + 1 
2500 NEXT Y2 
2!il0 RETURN 
2520 REM TJ!:XT OUTPUT FOH PHIN'l'E 
D GRAJ>fJ 
2530 PRINT D$; "PR#l" 
2540 PRINT CHR$ (9);"G" 
2!>50 PRIN'l' D$; "PR#O" 
2560 INPU1' Rl$ 
25./0 CLEAR 
2b80 D$ = CHR$ (4) 
2590 UOMlo~ 
2600 V'l'AB ( 1.): HTAB ( 1) 
2610 PRlN'f "DAU•~-t:HAJ,J," 
2620 V'I'AB ( 2): H'l'AB (1) 
2630 PRINT "HOLMQUIST" 
2640 VTAB (3): HTAB (1) 
26!>0 PRINT "ARI" 
2660 VTAB (4): HTAB (1) 
2670 PRINT "FLESCH" 
2680 VTAB (5): HTAB (1) 
2690 PRINT "KINCAID" 
2700 VTAB (6): HTAH (1) 
2710 PRINT "POWERS" 
2720 VTAB (7): HTAB (1) 
2730 PRINT "FRY" 
2740 VTAB (8): HTAB (1) 
2760 PRINT "COLEMAN" 
2760 VTAB (9): HTAB (1) 
2'170 PRINT "FOG" 
2'180 VTAB (10): HTAB (1) 
2790 PRINT "RIX" 
2800 VTAB (11): HTAB (12) 
281 0 PIHNT " 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 
l 1 C" 
2820 VTAB (11): HTAB (1) 
2830 PRINT "GRADE:" 
2840 VTAB (12): HTAB (12) 
2850 PRIN'l' " 0 
1 2" 
2860 PRINT D$; "PR#l" 
2870 PRINT GHR$ (9); "S" 
2880 PRINT D$; "PR#O" 
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The formulas used in the programs to calculate readability 
values are: 
Fog = .4 * (T/W * 100 + W/S) 
where: 
T = Number of 3-syllable words in the passage 
W = Words in the passage 
S = Sentences in passage 
Flesch = 206.835 - .846 * Sy - 1.015 * (W/S) 
where: 
Sy = Number of syllables per 100 words 
W = Words in the passage 
S = Sentences in passage 
The Flesch score generated is a number with 1 being the 
worst readability value and 100 being the best. The Flesch 
grade level is computed by comparing the calculation value 




Powers = -2.2029 + .0778 * (W/S) + .0455 
where: 
W = Number of words 
S = Number of sentences 
Holmquist= (W/S) * .0512 + .1142 * G + 3.442 
where: 
G = Words not found on the Dale-Chall word list 
W = Words in the passage 
S = Sentences in passage 
ARI = 1.56 * W1 + .19 * Sl - 6.49 
where: 
Wl = Word length 
Sl = Sentence length in words 
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----------------------------------------------------------
Flesch-Kincaid = .39 * (W/S) + 11.8 * (Sy/W) - 15.59 
where: 
Sy = Number of syllables in the passage 
W = Words in the passage 
S = Sentences in passage 
----------------------------------------------------------
Coleman= -27.4004 * Cloze% + 23.06395 
Where: 
Cloze% = (141.8401 - .21459 * (Lt/W * 100) + 
1.079812 * (S/(W/100)))/100 
Lt = Number of letters in the passage 
W = Words in the passage 
S = Sentences in passage 
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Dale-Chall = .1579 * (G/W * 100) + .0496 * (W/S) + 3.63965 
where: 
G = Words not found on the Dale-Chall word list 
W = Words in the passage 
s = Sentences in passage 
Rix = Lw/S 
where: 
Lw = Number of words with 7 or more letters 
S = Number of sentences in the passage 
APPENDIX C 
READABILITY TEXT SAMPLES 
The following four samples from the Edystone were 
used to generate the readability scores used in this thesis: 
Sample 1 - From the Note to the King 
FROM THE AMBITION NATURAL TO MAN ALL AUTHORS ARE DESIROUS 
'I'HAT THEIR WORKS SHOULD UE Pl.ACED IN THE MOST FAVOURABLE 
POINT OF VIJt~W . THIS MOTIVE ALONE WOULD HAVE URGED ME TO 
SOLICIT PERMISSION TO I.AY MINE AT THE FEET OF MY SOVEREIGN A 
SOVF~IGN WHOSE REIGN HAS BEEN MARKED BY THE MOST RAPID AND 
DISTINGUISHED I)ROGRESS IN THE ARTS IN COMMERCE AND IN THE MOST 
SUBLIMJ~ AS WELL AS THE MOST USEFUL DISCOVERIES ALTOGETHER ARISING 
FROM YOUR MAJESTYS IMMEDIATE PROTECTION AND ENCOURAGEMENT . 
TO BE AI,LOWED TO APPROACH YOUR MAJESTY AND MIX MY 
'l'RIBUTE WITH OTHF.HS OF SO MUCH HIGHER IMPORTANCE IS A MOST 
FLATTERING DISTINC'l'ION .1'1' IS FURTHER MY PARTICULAR FELICITY THAT 
'l'HE TRIBUTE I OFFER IS OF SUCH A NATURE AS TO ACCORD WITH THE 
SGOPE OF YOUR MA.JESTYS PRIVATE STUDIES . 
THE VERY CLOSE MANNER IN WHICH THE MODEL OF THE /EDYSTONE 
LIGHTHOUSE WAS EXAMINED BY YOUR MAJESTY SOON AFTER THE 
BUILDING ITSEI.F WAS COMPLETED HAS LEFT THE MOST LASTING IMPRESSION 
UPON MY MIND OJ:t, THE CRITICAL KNOWLEDGE WHICH YOUR 
MAJESTY HAS ACQUIRED IN THE ART OF BUILDING AND THE EARNEST 
ATTENTION YOUR MA.JESTY WAS THEN Pl,EASED '1'0 BESTOW UPON THE 
SU~JECT HAS EMBOLDENED ME AT THIS DISTANT PERIOD TO PRESENT IT 
ONCE MORE TO YOUR CONSIDERATION . 
IT CERTAINLY REQUIRES AN APOLOGY THAT I HAVE NOT MORE EARLY 
ACQUITTED MYSELF OF A WORK THAT THEN SEF~D TO ENGAGE YOUR 
MAJESTYS CURIOSITY THE DEI.AY HOWEVER AS IT HAS GIVEN ME 
TIME TO MATURE MY THOUGHTS AND HAS AFFORDED PROOF OF THE 
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Sample 2 - From the Preface 
1 AM THEREFORE RATHER SURPRISED THAT THE J..EARNED HAVE NOT MUCH ATTENDED 
TO THIS MAT1'1!~R .AS I. SPEAK AND EVEN WRITE A PROVINCIAL LANGUAGE AND AS 
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1 HAVE ALREADY ~~NTIONED WAS NOT BRED TO LETTERS I AM GREATLY OBLIGED TO 
MY Jo'RlENDS IN THE COUNTRY F'OR PERUSING AND ABUNDANTLY L'ORRECTING MY 
MANUSCRIPT AND LAST OF ALl, TO MY FRIEND DOCTOR /BLAGDEN WHO HAS BEEN SO 
Ol:ll,HHNG AS TO OVJ!.'RL.OOK THE GREATEST PART AS IN JUSTICE TO HIM I MUST 
. OBSEkVE I WAS OBJ,I<UW TO SEND SEVERAL SHEETS TO THE PRESS WITHOUT HIS 
H.I<~IUNG THEM • WHEN:EVER THEREFORE A MORE THAN ORDINARY DEFICIENCY OCCURS IN 
POIN'r OF DICTION MY READER MAY CONCLUDE THAT SHEET NEVER WENT TO DOCTOR 
/BLAGDEN • IF I AM ASKElJ WHY BEING SO SLENDERLY EQUIPPED AS A WRITER I 
BJo~'r ABoU'r IT AT AJ.,L AND DID NOT WHOLLY COMMIT IT TO SOME OTHER PERSON 
MY ANSWER IS THAT I CONSIDER THIS AS OF THE NATURE OF COMMENTARY AND 
TliAT lN AN EXEGUTIVE MATTER OF ART THE ARTIST MUST WRITE FOR HIMSELF 
AS HE ONI.V CAN "Jo"'EEI. 'l'HE FORCE OF HIS SUBJEC'l' SO AS 1'0 GIVE l'f 
t<:NJt~HGi' • I DO NOT APPREHEND I'l' 'l'O BE THE NATURE OF. COMMENTARY THAT 
'I'll~ STYI,J!: SHOULI> BE POI.ISHEO ONLY THA1' IT SHOULD EXPLAIN THE SUBJECT 
lN 'l'HE HOS'l' EASY AND FAHII,IAR MANNER . IF I HAVE FAILED IN 'l'lHS LAST 
HEBPECT I HAVE FALf,J!~N SlJOH'l' OF HY HOPJt:S AND WISHES • IT IS 
POSSIBLE SOME IH.SCORDANCIES HAY BE MET WITH ON A STRICT PERUSAL 
NO'l'WJTUSTANDING 1'HE GARE AND PAINS I HAVE 
m:STOWED . AS IT IS I COMMIT lT 
1'0 lTS FA'l'E EIAVJNG NO 
J>I~SAGI!: I'l' WILL BE 
USED WORSE THAN 
IT IJESERVES • 
Sample 3 - From the Experiments with Water Cements 
Hlt:tt'OJ<E I PHOGKIW 1\N'l FliRTHEH l'l' WI l.t, flK NEt.;ESSAHY TO EXPLAIN THE MOD.Jt~ IN 
wmc:H I <:oMPOUNDE() AND MAIJF. UP HO~TAR FOR TRIALS .I TOOK AS MUCH OF THK 
INI;HlWJ ENTS AS At,r, 'I'OGJt!THER WOIJI,n UJ,T[MATELY FORM A BALL OF ABOUT TWO 
JN1:m:s lllflMI'~'l'ER . TIUS IJAJ.l, J,YJNt; UPON A PLATE 1'11, lT WAS SET AND WOULD 
No'l' Yllt~J.D '1'0 'J'H& l'HJt~SSIJHJt~ OJ.t' Jt'ING!i:HS WAS THJt:N PU'l' IN'l'O A lt'LAT POT FILLED 
WITU WA'l'EI~ BO AS '1'0 HE t:OVJ<:Rla.l flY THI!: WA'l'EH AND WHAT HAPPENED TO TliE BALL 
IN THlH B'l'A'I'It~ WAH THE GRJ'J'Jt:R.ION BY WHII.~H I JUOOED OF 'l'HE VALIDI'l'Y OF THE 
C!OMPOSI'l'lON F'OH OUR PURPOSF.S . THE MEASURE I USED WAS A C'.OHMON SMALL CLIP 
llOX 'l'AKJNG AS MANY MEASURES FROM Jt~ACH lNGRimiENT AS I MEANT TO 'l'RY .I 
f!ONS'fAN'J'I,Y l'll'l' llOWN 'l'HE l,IME UPON THE F'LAT BOTTOM OF A C'.OMMON PEWTER 
l'l.A'l'E WITH A BROAD POINTED KNII!'E TILL IT WAS BECOME A TOUGH BUT A PRETTY 
PAS'fE • I Al!'TERWARDS ADDED THE QUANTITY I IN'l'ENDED OF TARRAS OR OTHER 
UI~OSS MA'I'TER GRAJ)[JAI.LY WORKING IT AFTER EACH ADDITION 'l'ILL IT WAS 
BECOME TOUGH AND IN 'l'HIS WAY ADDING THE GROSS MATTER AT THREE OR FOUR 
DlFfo'ERENT TlMES I WAS GENERALI..Y ENABLED TO GE'l' IN THE WHOLE QUANTITY 
WITHOUT ANY ADDI'l'ION OF WATER MORE TBAN HAD BEEN NECESSARY TO BRING THE 
LIME ONI.Y A'l' .l!'IRS'l' TO A PROPER CONSISTENCE • THE WHOLE WAS THUS WORKED 
'l'll.L IT ACQUIRED A TOUGH AND STIFF DUCTILITY BUT IF IT HAPPENED BY THE 
AUIJITION OF TOO HUGH WATER TO BECOME TOO SOFT I LET IT STAND TILL IT 
HEUAN TO SE'l' WHI<:U HIGHT BE QUICKENED BY PUTTING IT A FEW MINUTES 
UPON A DRY STONE OR BRICK AND WHEN IT WAS A LITTLE HARDENED BY PARTIALLY 
SE'I'TING I WORKED I'l.' Tlt.I. IT WAS BROUGHT TO A STIFF PASTE THE WBOI,E OF 
WHWH OPERATION TOOK UP GENERALI,Y ABOVE A QUARTER AND SOMETIMES NEAR 
HALF AN HOUR TO HAKE A SINGLE BALL .IN MAKING UP BALLS OF MORTAR THIS 
WAY BOW.Ii:VER WELl, THEY WERE WORKED IF HADE UP OF NO OTHER INGREDIENTS 
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Sample 4 - From the Anecdote about Dr. Spry 
Wit~ W JJ,J, NUW HI<~'J'IIHN 1'0 'l'HI~ POOH lJNJt'O.H'J'LJNA'l'lt~ HAN WHO HEGEIV.ED SO PEGliJ,lAR AN IN,JUH 
'r 
llV 'I'Hii: Hl<~l.'l'li;D l.I!:AO .HIS NAMR WA~ /HEN"HY /HALL OF /STONEHOUSE NEAR /PLYMOUTH 
ANI> 'fJIOllHfl AHTW 94 n.:ARS HIUNI.l IN GOOD CONS'l'ITU'l'ION ID; WAS REMAH.KABI.Y ACTIVE 
I!ONHJIJI~HJNt~ IHS 'fi.MR lW l,lFit~ HE HAlJ lNVAlUABJ.Y TOl.D 'l'HE SURGEON WHO ATTENDED HIM 
/MH /BPHY NOW /llH /SPHY OF' /PLYMOUTH WHO CONS'I'AN'l'I.Y ADMINISTERlW 'l'HE PROPF!H 
HJi;H!<:DU~H '1'0 SlJGH HUHNB AND li(JHTS AS COULD BE PERCEIVED THAT IF HE WOUI.D DO ANY 
'l'lllNG EI!'Jt'El!'l'UAI. 'l'O UIB Hl!!eOV.ImY BE MUST HEl.El VE HIS S'l'OMAGH Jo'UOM TllE l.EAD WHICH 
HJi: WAS mJRI~ WAS WITHIN HIM AND 'l'fHS BE NOT ONJ.'i TOLD /DR /SPRY BUT 'l'UOSE ABOUT 
UIH 'l'HOUUH IN A HOARSE VOICE AND HE AL.SO SAID THE SAME THING '1'0 /MR /JESSOP 
WIIO WF!N'l' TO SEE lllM SEVJt!RAI, TIMlt~S DURING HIS ILLNESS AND WHO GAVE ME THIS 
lNJt'OHHA'l'ION . 'fHfo~ m:ALlTY OF THE ASSIW'I'ION SEEHIW HOWEVER THEN INCHEDJBJ,E TO 
/DH /SPRY WHO <!OIJI.D SGARCEJ,Y SUPPOSE IT POSSIBLE TBA'l' ANY HUMAN BEING COULD EXIS 
'I' 
A~"fKH REt:IHVJNG HJt:I.'l'TW LEAD INTO THE STOMACH MUCH LESS THAT HE SHOULD AI!'TERWARDS 
BE ARl,'Jt~ '1'0 BEAH TOWING THROUGH THE SEA FROH 'fHE ROCK AND ALSO THE FATIGUE AND 
INt:ONVJo~NIJt:Nl:Ii! J.o'.ROH 'l'HE LENG'I'H OF TIME HE WAS IN GETTING ON SHORE BEFORE ANY 
REMEDIES GOULIJ HE APPLIED • THE MAN DID NOT SHOW AN'i SYMPTOMS HOWEVER OF BEING 
El'l'Hlt~H M!H!B WORSE OH OF AMENDMENT TILJ, THE SIXTH DAY AFTER THE ACCIDENT WHEN 
liE WAS 'fHOIJGHT '1'0 FlE BET'l'ER HE <!ONS'l'ANTLY TOOK HIS MEDICINES AND SWAI.LOWED 
MANY THINnS BOTH LIQUID AND SOI.ID TII.I, THE TENTH OR ELEVENTH DAY AFTER WHICH 
HE SULJJJJo:NI,Y GW!~W WOH.SE AND THJt~ TWEl.l!'TB DAY BEING SEIZED WITH COI.D SWEATS AND 
I:WAHHB l-IE BOON Ali''l'ERWARDS EXPJRJt:O . 
/MH /.IJo~HSOP WAS ()Ji;SI HED BY /DR /SPRY TO AT'fEND THE OPENING OF 'l'HE BODY BUT 
HEINU AVI.:HSF. TO SWB'l'S Oli' THAT KHW HE EXCUSED lllMSELF FROM SF.EING THE 
OI'EHA'l'ION AS lll!J Al.SO 'I'UE IJI\lJUH'I'ER Oft' 'l'HE DECEASEI> AND ANOTEIJm WOMAN OF THE HOUS 
Jt: 
ON Ol'Jo~NINI; THJt~ S'l'OMA!!H /DR /SPHY Ji'OUND 'I'HEREIN A SOI,JD PIECE 01!' LEAD OF A FLAT 
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